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- The Teaching and Learning of French as a Second Language

in Two Distinct Learning Se.c...tings.

Abstract

The present imrestigation examines the teaching and learning of
French Gs a second language in different learning settings. Its pur-

pose is threefold: to develop research methodologies appropriate for
investieting these issues, to understand the processes of teaching .
and learning a second language by observing them under different
conditions, and to indicate the possible interrelations between teach-
ing andearning existing in formal classrooms.

Each part of-the investigation, that is, the Teaching Study and the
Learning Study, contains two aspects: first, a description of the
relevant instrument or model developeG by the investigators; and
second, a report of the application of-the model to examine some of
the issues relevant to teaching and learning in second language class-
rooms.

Three factors are examined in the application section of both studies.
These are the effects of the learning setting, the age of the learner,
and the attained level of proficiency.

The Teaching Study proposes an instrument called the Language Teach-
ing Record Scheme (LTRS) to describe and analyse classroom interactions.
This instrument provides a means of analysing teaching at two different
levels of detail: the activities arranged by the teacher to increase
student competence in.the second language, and the discourse functions
which characterize.1 the verbal interaction that occurs between the

teadher and students.

The application of this instrument for the Teaching Study foeusaa
primarily on the factors of learning setting and proficiency level by
analysing classroom interactions in two Grade 6 classes. One of these
is a regular French core program class and the other is a French immer-
sion class. The instrument is able to identify some essential, differ-
ences that exist between these two settings with respect to the leaching

of ale language.

The Learning Study 'proposes a theorecical medel which describes the
processes by which a second language is learned and used. The model

attempts to account for the way in which information about the language
is_first, assimilated from the environment by the language learner,
second, represented by the language learner as 'knowledge' of different
types, and finLily used in different ways to form language responses.
The contingencies that determine the options in each case, that is,
the type of representation that will be assigned, the way in which the
information will be used are postulated in the model.
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The application of the model attempts to examine one of these contin-
./ gencies: specifically, the effects.of setting, age, and level on the

way in which explicit (primarily formal) and (primarily func-
tional) information are used to solve a specific formal language task.
These factors are systematically manipulated in an experimental study.
The results show that the explicit and implicit information each have
a unique role in the solution of the task, and that the formal or
functional condition in which the task occurs, biases that relationship.

The results from the separate aspects of the study suggest that the
future researeh must begin to combine these investigations by examining
the processes of language learning described in the Learning Study in a
greater number of settings which can be formally described by the
approach used in the Teadhing Study.
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Chaptvr I

Introduction

In recent years several studies on second/foreign language teaching
and learning have been conducted, investigating the role of learner
factors, such as aptitude (Garvoll, 1962), attitude and motivation
(Gardner and Lambert, 1972), learning environments, such as French
immersion and core programs, (Stern et al, 1976) and teaching methods
(Scherer and Wertheimer, 1964) in second language achievement. Desplle
their valuable contributions to a better understanding of the complex
processes ef teaching end learning, many issues remain unsolved and

.demand further research. The present investigations of the Teaching -

Study and the Learning Study examine the effects of three controversial
variables on second language teaching and learning - the nature of the
learning setting, the age of the learner, and the proficiency level
attained.

The question oi the optimal learning setting has frequently been
discussed (Rivers, 1972; Macnamara, 1913; Stern,.1973, 1978) and the
effects of different environments on second language achievement have
been examined in several studies (Upshur and Palmer, 1974; Krashen and
Seliger, )975; Krashen, 1976; Stern et al, 1976; Swain and Barik, 1976).
The major .tinction currently proposed is between the formal second
language c. sroom setting, and the naturalistic, functional or informal
language leerning environment. Each of these is considered to make a
specific contribution to second language competence (Krashen, 1976).
The formal environment, the traditional language classroom, usually
elaborates the learner's explicit knowledge of the target language .

system. the informal or functional environment, in which the second
language is primarily used for communication and is assimilated sub-
consciously, enhances the learner's comnunicative ability in the second
language. With the introduction of French immersion classes, in which
the second lanzuagt is the medium of instruction for various subject
areas, the opportunity was provided for communicating _In the target

0 language instead of making it an object of expli;it study and practice.
The overall success of immersion prograns in c..itrast to the French core
program has been partially attributed to this functional use of the
second language. Differences in actual classroom discourse between
those two learning settings,_however, have not been documented. Unless
the language of the classroom is examined in more detail, no valld claim
can be made that the superior linguistic performance in French of imner-
sion students vs. core students is a result of functional language use
and not, for example, a function of the amount of inteiwive exposure to
the language.

The controversy concerning age has centered aroUnd issues such as
identifying the optimal age for beginning the study of a second/foreign
language (Krashen, 1973; Burstall et al, 1974; Smythe et al, 1975; Stern,
1976; Lee, 1971). The question of who are the better language learners -
children, adolescents or adults, has not jet been answered satisfactorily,

O.
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and the evidence fluctuates greatly as a function of the type of measurc

.', being used. Thus ix4ppears that the question would be mere a tly re-
formulated such that optimal age was not the issue but a docu ntacion

of the differences between language learners of different age

Results of a re,:ent study (Bialystok and FrOhlich, 1977) indicate
Lhat studants at a higher Oroficiency,1N1 utilize certain ie ning

strategies more effectively, than do those at a lower level of ar ieve-

ment. PrOficiency level, then, may also be an essential factor affecting
the way ;earning tasks are approached and solved. Thus it may be che
case that more advanced students have assimilated the target language
to a degree which allows them to make intuitive judgements about the
language, whereas beginning students may have to consciously deliberate
and resort to ruleb.

The three factors discussed-above were incorporated into the research
designs of both studies. The Teaching Study focused on the teaching of
French in a formal and a functional setting, that is the 'regular' or
'core' program of French as a second language (FSL) versum the French
'immersion' program. The attempt was to document in a precise way the
features which distinguish the activities and classroom discourse of
these settings. The Learning Study, on the other hand, conducted its
investigation with high school qudenta of two different grade levels
in the core program and with adults in the Civil Service Language
Training Program, thus combining all three factors of setting, age and
proficiency level.

The_Teaching Study and the:learning Study had been in operation for
one year prior to commencement of the present investigations. The direc-
tion taken in the second year appeared to provide a logical and valuable
continuation of Year One's researckin terms of theoretical and methodo-
logical advancement. The objectia% of both-studies therefore reflect
both continuation and innovation. The Teaching Study attempted to achieve

the following goals;

(1) to revise the preliminary Language Teaching Record Schene
(LTRS) developed in Year One.

(2) to describe and analyze che teEehing of French in two
contrastive learning settings, core vs,. imnersion.

(3) to formulate tentative hypotheses regarding the relation-
ship between learning environment, classroom interaction
and second language learning.

The specific objectives of the Learning Study were:

(1). to refine a tentative model of second language learning
which was developed in Year One.

(2) to modify and refine a research instrument, the Aural

Grammar Test, developed and pilot-tested in Year One.

(3) to empirically ezawine some relationships posited in the

model, specifically, the role of Explicit,and Implicit
Knowledge 4.n performance on the Aural Grammar Test.



3.

(4) to investigat,1 the effect of setting, age and proficien,:y
level on performance on the above-mentioned test.

4

(5) to indiLate pedagogical implf:cations emana,ing from the
results of the empirical investigation.

Method, procedures and res.lts of the Teaching Study and the Learn-
ing Study will be reported separately. The report of each study will be
concluded by a discussion of the results, an indication of the pedagogical
implications and suggestions for fusther research.

While thejeaching Study and the Learning Study have each beet; con-
ceptualized, conducted, and reported separately in the present inVestiga-
tion,,the insights into these two aspects of language learning which hove
been gained by this project, would permit further research to.foilow the
logical next step, that is, an integrative examination of teaching and
learning. The menolodogy in ter= of instruments and models appropriate
for such an investigation are provided by the results of this study. The
primary quegtion for,such tuture research is to cxamine the piocesses of
second language learning, as described in the,model of the Learning Study,
in different learning sontexts, as.described by the system of the Teaching
Study. Moreover, such studies should not be confinel to classroom learn-
ing; relevant-differences attributable to setting .Suggest the need for
systematic investigations of language learning in all situations. For
the present study, however, our resilts are restricted to the separate
investigations of teaching and learning in the classroom, and the con-
clusions and implications of each will be reported.as such.

A
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Chapter II

1

Describing Classroom Interaction

The tendency in much of the past research on teaching has been to,
view teaching as a single concept in terms of the peaagogicel method

employed. Descriptions of language teaching have thus been based on

ternrinolog, such as 'audio-lingual method' or 'grammar-translation
method'. One such study by Scherer-and Weitfielmer (1964) attempted

,

to examine the relattonship between the audio-lingual and grammar-
translation approachee and-the students' degree of mastery of the

second language.. Smith (1970) again attempted to relate the.audio-
lingual method to the secondslanguage achievement of students in a

three-yeat college program. As valuable as these studies were the
resulte remained inconclusive-and controversial possibly since refer-

ence to oftrall methods of language teaching proved insufficientto
distinguisia between the actuel practice of teachers in the classroom.
It is evident,that the specific behaviours used by two di ferent teachers

may vary greatly even though they are implementing the ame teaching

program or even presenting the same lessen. If these in ividual differ-

ences have significance for the teaching/learning procesti,_aa we believe

they do, then a general reference to overall methods or approaches is
inadequate for the purp8se of describing second language teaching and

relating that teaching to-learning outcomes.

What is requlred for fuither researdh on the relationship between
'teaching and learning is a set of specified, observable . teaching behav-
iours that can be considered a diutinct treatment variable far second
language teadhing researbh. Moreover, in order to define and describe

- such teaching behaviours a.technical language commonly accepted and
understOod by both teachers and researchers is required., Until the
teacilipg.act can be sysLematically described it is impossible to dif-
ferentiate specific teaching behaviours that can then be realistically

1

related .to

1

earning. As:fosenshine (1971) has stated "...some of the
eaching) b baviours may' liave no *relevant educational meaning. At

'this time it is difficult to distingelph the relevant behaviours from
-

the irrelevant ones." (p. 291) Thup, before any further extensive
experimental tesearch can.be undertaken, it is believed that a sCheme
for a comprehensive description of teadhing.must be developed.

. V
In the search for an adequate systematic description of teaching

many classroom Observatión systems have been developed in recent years.

Two types of observation instruments are current: (1) rating or high-

inference schemes in Which the coder makes a subjective judgement on a
four or five-point scale to assess the behayiours Observed, and (2)

category c!,r low-inference schemes which LD'Ols on "specific, denotable,

relatively objective behaviours" (Rosenshine, 1971, p. 288) usually
recorded as freqUancy counts taken at regular dirge or, five second

intervals. Because of the requirement for objectivity in the case-of.
this project, a category scheme was considered most apilropriate.

15
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An-examination of category-type observation schemes previously
-/ developed indicated that most schemes have a very general subject

orientation. -Very few instruments haVe been developed si;ecifically
for use in the_second language classroom. ,Of these general observa-
tion schemes, the griatest number have been based on or adapted from

. the Flanders Interaction Analysis Technique ( Flanders, 1967, 1970)
and are concerned with the extent of teacher influence on the student.
They assess this influence by.measuring the relative proportion of-
'indirect' (questioning, praising) and 'direct' teacher behaviours
(lecturing, criticising). Observations of teacher and pupil inter-
actions are recorded at three-second intervals on a two-dimensional
matrix, then analyzed in terns of the relative frequencies of

,
different kinds of behavioUrs.. This analysis produces an I/D
(Indirect/Direct) ratib which reflects the affective climate of the
classroom. These studies have shown a clear relationship between
teacher 'indirectness' in classroom interaction and student achievement
on standardized achievement tests. However, not only are the descriptor
categories very broadly defined, but they also focus solely on classroom
climate and therefare do not permit the definition of specific teaching
behaviours with potential pedagogical significance in the L2 classroom
as is the intent o this project..

Subisequent.adaptations of the Flanders Anteraction.analysis technique
y Moskowitz (1967), Jarvis (1968) and Wragg (1970) were inteuded for use

s ecifically in the foreign language classroom. Moskowitz' lulaptation is
called Flint (Foreign Language Interaction Adalysis System)-and is designed
to assess both verbal and non-verbal eommunication in the classroom as .

well as the kinds and amount of student and.teacher talk in-the target
and the native language.

.

Other classroom observation schemes have recently been proposed
based on principles of discourse analysis. Assuming that the essence
of formal,teaching, and-epecifically second language teachi-tg, is talk,
these schemes focus on clitstroom verbal analysis, i.e., the actual
'utterances relayed between teacher and students during classroom dialogue.
Through an analysis of the component parts of discourse as well as their
patterns endsequencing it is believed-that an understanding of their
pedagogical significance will result.

Among those schemes developed for L2 classroom use which include 3

aspects of discourse analysis are several schemes which focus on specifie
aspects of the classroom interaction: individual language learners, and
eachers' differential treatment of veld and poor learners (Neiman et al.,
1978); teaehers' treatment,of error with individual learners (Chaudron,
1977); the Multidimensional nattire of verbal,inteFaction between the
teacher and pre-selected individual studentsi(McE40n, 1976). In the 1

last mentioned study by Mcbeen,* three categciry dimensions are developed, -
content, thought and verbal functions. Obiervations on these three
dimensions are then correlated with the aptitude, attitude and achieve-
ment seoree e4 the students obserVed. Sinee all these schemes require
thdt-certain students be delegated as good/or poor learners and that
observations be limited to those studentsi theywere not considered ;

sufficiently comireheneive in scope to define and describe all those
teaching behaviours occurring in a single class and in different teach-
ing settings. .

.
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Perhaps the most comprehensive scheme to date for 1.2 classroom use
-/ has been developed by Fanselow (1977). It is a complex system called

Focus (Foci for Observing Communications Used in Settings), designed to
measure the effect on learning of particular communications. Using the
concept of communicative 'move' types (BellaLk, 1966) hs the basic unit
of analysis, the FOCUS system notes five characteristics of communica-
tions: the source, the medium,'Lhe use, the content and the pedagogical
purpose. Fanselow (1977) describes FOCUS as a system in which

...communicationsmareseen.as a series of patterned events
in whith two or more people use mediums such as speech, ges-
tures, noise, or writing to evaluate, interpret and in other
ways communicate separate areas of content such as the meaning
of words, personal feelings, c: classroom procedure, !for one
of four pedagogical purposes: structuring, soliciting, res-
ponding and reacting. Therefore FOCUS'distinguishes five
characteristics of communications: the source, the medium,
the'use, the content and the pedagogical purpose." (p. 19)

This conceptual framework, as well as the set of terms used to
organize and classify communications between teacher and students, pro-
vided fhe ')asis for the observation intomment developed for the specific
purposes of the present study.

A classroom observation scheme, the Language Teaching Record Scheme
(LTRS), was developed during Year One of the project and tested in twenty
classrpons of French as a second language. In Year Two the scheme was
revised, modified and again applied to second language classrooms, this
time including classrooms in the alternate, semestered, enriched and
immersion programs: The scheme is based on the assumption that teachers
differ in the'frequency with which they use "sPecificreaching behaviours,
In the ways.in which these behaviours are combined and in the various
features ascribed to each.

The LTRS was intended as a research inetrument capable of an objec-

IL

tive description and analysis of language teaching in a va "ty of
language teaching situations. The scheme will not oversimp fy issues by
referring to methods or approaches but will attempt.to diffe ntiate
specific observable behaviours that oCcur over 4 broad range of possible
language teaching situations.

Language teaching/learning situations are conceptualized in terms
of an Input-ProcessOutcome Model shown in Figure 1I-1. Input Consists of three
factors: theteacher, the student and the context. The,teacher, bringing
his own personal characteristics, background, language training, attitudes
and so on, into the language teaching situation, molds and directs the
teaching/learning process to a great degree. The student likewise brings
his own personality traits and attitudes as well as his personal language
learning strategies (see Chapter V ) to the learning task. The context,
or social environment, refers to theeattitudinal values of the community
at large towarls the L2 community. These generally-held attitudes are
translated into moral and financial support given to the L2 programs within
the school, factors which greatly influence the performance of both teacher
and students in the classroom.

Insert Figure II-1 about hete

1
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Process refers to the classroom interaction itself, specifically
the verbal communications and those non-verbal communications which act
as verbal substitutes, relayed between the teacher and the students.

Outcome refers to the'language learning., with respect to both coo-
prehension and production skills, which occurs as a result of the teaching

process and classroom interaction.

The Process variable, classroom interaction, is the major focus for

the present study. The Process gill be examined on two levels of detail;
first, in general terms by an analysis of the teaching activities which
provide a framework for the interaction; and secondly, in greater detail
by an enalyGis of the classroom interaction based on principles of discourse
analysis.

Pedagogical decisions at the upper levels of educational adminis-
tration (i.e. overall L2 L.urricUlum within the school system and course
outlines for one year or semester), are usually made outside the sphere
of influence of the individual teacher. Decisions on the daily level,
however, as to lesson plans and type of activities encouraged during a
lesseon.are the 'direct sphere of the individual teacher during a lesson.
Active participation in language teething pedagogy begins then for the
classroom teacher with the preparation of a daily lesson plan and the
selection of appropriate activities during that lesson.

;

Overt behaviours occurring during these teaching activities are
the actualization of the teachiug/learning process which is central to
our moidel. By analyzing these activities with reference to certain
common basic features, it is possible to produce a general index to
describe the teaehing/learning process as it occurs in a spiecific

classroom.

-For the purpose of this analysis, activities are defIned as distinct
teaching/learning units, introduced by the teacher for the purpose of
increasing student competence in the second language. They ar.e charac-

terized by 6.70 basic features, Skills developed and Strategies employed.
"Skills" refers to the communication skills, either aural/oral or
written, which the activity has been designed to develop., "Strategies"

refers to the type of language practice emphasized by the activity,
either formal or functional (Stern, 1974, 1978; see also'Chapter V). The
sub-categories of "Skills" and "Strategies" are defined as follows:

I s



Skills .- (I) Aural/Oral

(2) Written

- listening .and speaking activities carried
out mainly through use of the spoken word.

- reading and writing activAies based mainly
on the written word or phonetic script.

Strategies - (1) Formal
Practice

(2) Fenctional
Practice. - language used in communicative situations

where the content or ideas transmitted are

of primary inter4t, with seeondary emphasii
an correctness of form. .

ladguage used to promote explicit knowledge
about the L2 system,..where manipulation of

elements of the L2 code is of prime concern.
LangUage use results not from a need to
know or an interest in the information for

its own sake, but merely as a practice
vehicle Dor the'correct forms Used to con-

vpy such information.

A combination of the.two basic features Of an activity and the two

sub-categories of each feature gives a two-by-two matrix yielding four

cells: Aural/Oral - Formal; Aural/Oral - Functional; Written - Formal;

and Written - Functional.
14

,
SKILLS

tn
te
,-40
Pi

.

1

' ,
T

Aural/oral
Formal Piactice

- .

'Written
Formal-Practice

,

Aral/oral
-

Fun-.2tional Practice

.;

Written
Functional Practice.'

Each activity is lecated to one of these four cells. When a

change occurs in eithe the Skills or the Strategy, or both, resulting

in a change of cells, è new activity is registered.

For the actual coding of classroom activities a slight elaboration

of this simple matrix was required. Since the duration of classroom

periods varies from 20 minutes in the elementary Core French programs

to Wminutes in secondary Senestered programs, it was necessary to

record the time span of each activity not only in minites' duration

but also as a pereentage of total class time. The activity was therefor..

recorded according to its time duration, and its percentage duration.in

relation to total class time available as shoWn in Figure 11-2.
kr b..

Insert Figure 11-2 about here
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As a practical example of allocating activities to the four-cell
matrix, consider a .French immersion classroom segment presenting a

f science lesson on photosynthesis. The teacher begins the lesson with
an oral explanation of the process of photosynthesis. He continues by
questioning students orally.on the text. He interrupts the oral question-
ing to review vocabulary items related to the iopic and to conduct a
short phonetic drill.on the same vocabulary. He then returns to the
general discussion of the topic 'and ends the lesson by instructing
students to complete written answers to questions in their workbooks.

, This classroom segment would be divided into three distinct activi-
ties, with Activity 1 (lesson on photosynthesis) being sub-divided into
two segments by the intrusion of Activity 2 (vocabulary review).

No. Description Skills Strategy

I (a)

2

1 (b)

3

Saience lesson on photosynthesis

Vocabulary review and phonetic
drill

Return to lesson We)

Written exercise
'

Aural/Oral

Aural/Oral

Aural/Oral

Written

1

Functional

Formal

'Functional

Functional

Having distinguished clpssroom actildties according to their two
basic features and entered them on the matrix according to the percen-
tage of lesson time spent on each activity, a general profile of the
lesson based on activities can be prepared. Further observations taken
over a number of lessons would then provide a general profile of the
teaching/learning process as it occurs in a particular classroom 'based
on activities. A profile of this type can then be compared to a sisdlar
profile obtained for other claissrooms operating within the same program,
in different language teaching settings, at different points in the
language course, and with students of differedt age levels.

An activity analysis comparing two language classes which occur in
two distinct language teaching settings Will be presented later in this
report. --

-Given the complexity-of the teaching/learning process, this general
Activities profile leaves unspecified many potentially,relevant aspects
of the classroom dynamics. Thus, it is necessary to include in the
analysis a detailed consideratiod of elassrodm verbal interaction.

Analysis of Verbal Interactipn in the_ Second Lanouage Classroom

In any analysis of language teaching procedures a distinction must
be made between what is to be taught and how it is taught. To accomno-
date this distinction, we see the teacher as operating in two distinct
but complimentary_spheres of organization, the pedagogical and the
linguistic, within the structure of an activity, shown in Figure 11-3.

1/4k

let,rtit ;211
. .
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/ Pedagogical organization refers to the conscious manner in which the
teacher breaks down the content material into appropriate units for
presentation to the class. We have called these content divisions

conscious or unconscious organization of language wtich acts as the
vehicle of communication for the content maierial presented. The sub -

.categories in this sOhere are the communicative 'move' and .dyl 'discourse
function'. These two spheres of organization interact and overlap to
a certain extent as they provide two different perspectives on the same
linguistic data.

Insert Figure 11-3 about'here

A. Pedagogical Organization
a

The content material presented during an ectiviiy is divi4ed into
smaller conceptual units for class.presentation according to major and
minor thematic changes which we have labelled 'theme' and 'topic' res-

. pectively. The relationship is hierarchical: an activity is composed
of one or more themes, and a theme is composed of one or more topics.
A change in theme results froa a major change of focus in the content
under discussion, or from .a shift in attention from L2 content material
to student discipline or to classroom administration. A changs. of topic
within the thene results from a minor change of-iOcus in the content or
from a change in the manner of treatment of the theme material (i.e.,
lecture, question-answer, drill).

"1.

e

To illustrate, the following lesson segment taken from a Grade 6
Core French class his been divided into theme and topics. Six topic
divisions.are identified within three theme divisions, all occurring
within the same formal, oral:teaching activiti:focusing on vocabulary
review.

Peda o ical Or anization cf One Activit During a Grade 6 Core French Lesson

Activity Theme Topic Segment

Vocabulary
Review

I

I. Calendar
Date

1.

.

Days 0 f

Week

. .

._ ._

T Aujourd'hui c'est quel jour?
C'est quel Jour?

S C'est mercredi.

T Oui. Noumea les sept jours...
Danny.

S Lundi, mardi, mercredi, jeudi,
vendredi, samedi, dimanche.

T- Tras bien..

I



I
Activity Theme Topic

12.

Lesson Segment

2. Holiday

3.

4.

1.

Months of
the year

Phonetic
Drill .

Today's
Date

Valentine
Day
(Picture
cues)

A _, nommez les cinq..mois. Out?

S Septembre, octobre, novembre,
decembre, janvier. .

Oui. Aujourd'hui crest
janvier?. Oui ou non? C'est

janvier?

S Non, ce n'est pas lanliler.

T Qui, c'est fevrier.

Repetez: f4

C fe

T fg comme pa.

C fe

T fevrier

C fevrier

C'est quelle annie?

S Dix neuf cent soixante
dix-huit.

T Oui. Alors quelle est la date
complete?

S C'est mercredi le quinze
ffivrier,'1978.

T Tres bien Benny.

Ah, hier quelle fete?
Comnent s'appele la fete?

S Saint...Saint Valentin.

T Tres bien, Saint Valentin. Et
qu'est-ce que c'est? Oui.

S un coeur

T C'est un coeur.

S C'est Un coeur.

400
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Aativity Theme Topic Lesson Segment

1. Review of
idioms
(picture
cues)

.

-
T Oui. Et fa?

C'est un cupidon.

T Ah, quel temps fait-il?

S Il fait beau.
\

T Oui. Quel temps fait-il

S Il fait du vent.

T Uh huh. Quel temps f t il?

S Il pleut.
.

T Oui. C st Fa.

.

,

.

3. Weather

....

Althdugh an analysis of lesson'segments in terms of cohtettt /visions
of this nature may hold interesting possibilities for the description of.
teaching materials, it will not be dealt with in any further detail in
the present study. _ I

The main area of interese co this project is the second sphere of
organization, the linguistic organization of classroom interaction. As

we have stated previously, it is now accepted that even those teachers
following the same program, using the sane teaching materials and engag-
ing their students in similar activities may still differ greatly ia the
manner in Which they actualize these elements in the classroom. It is

then through .a detailed examination of the verbal interaction of the
classroom, the style and tone qf communications between the teacher and
the students, that we may gain insights into the very real differences
which distinguish one teacher from another and allow us to identify
specific behaviourb which adequately describe the particular teaching
process under observation.

B. Linguistie Organization

The Language Teaching Record Scheme (LTRS) developed for this
project follows from two current systems of analysis, that of Sinclair
6 Coulthard (1975) aqd Fanselow (1977). lioth these systems are based on
the.assumption that classroom discourse is a set of highly structured
rule-governed behaviours (Bellack, 1966). This regularity permits a
hierarchically structured analysis of classroom discourse.r

The LTRS poSits a hierarchical relationship between the smallest
unit of analysis, the 'discourse function' and a higher order unit1
the communicative 'move'. Thus, one or more discourse functions may
occur within a single move type. The patterns and sequences of move
types;provide the structural framework of the discourse.

2 3



The basic unit of the present analysis, the discourse function, is
, a speech segment which.fulfills a specific message-bearing role, such

as providing information or clarification, expressing acceptance or
rejection, or giving an evaluation. It is the intended message of the
totMunitation rather than the formal struature:that establishes the
"function" of the speech segment within the discourse. Thus, in gram-
matical terms a discourse function may consist of a clause, a sentence
or a string of sentences provided that only a single communicative
function is represented.. For a description of the discourse functions
found to be significant for L2 classroom discourse in cur classroom
validation procedures, see Appendix A,

Superordinate to the discourse function is the communicative move.
The term 'move' as a unit is discourse analysis was used first by
Bella& (1966) and later by many others (Sinclair & Coulthard, 1975;
Fanselow, 1977) to indicate a block or unit of spoken discourse whose
sequencing structures the coherent progression of the discourse. The

cencept of the 'move' in discourse analysis reflects the principle that
the production of coherent discourse is possible because of a basic set
of shared rules about participation in the discourse. As in a gaue
situation where one player follows another in a set, patterned sequence,
so in discourse, each participant makes certain 'moves' which.are acted
upon by other participants in an orderly progression. Thts creates a
sequence of coherent units in which each participant is able to recog-
nize his role In the interchange and to realize what is expected of him
in order to continue communication.

The four communicative moves in this system of analysis are Initi-
ating, Soliciting, Responding and Reacting:

lAitiating: Initiating moves structure or set the context fur
suksequent interaction between students and teacher.
An initiating move may indicate procedures to be
followed, present the theme to be discussed or
provide introductory information on the theme.

Soliciting:

Respono.ing:

Reacting:

Soliciting moves require a response from the person
addressed, either a verbal or non-verbal response.

A responding move occurs following a soliciting
move, that is, it is an answer to a previous
question or the performance of a requested task.

Reacting moves modify, supplement or evaluate a
previous message. They may follow a previous
initiating, soliciting or responding move but are
pot directly required by any of these move types.

More than one discourse ft!ection may occur within a single move

type. For example, within an Initiating move the teacher may issue an
administrative directive, provide information on the theme to be pursued,
and issue a disciplinary directive before making a Soliciting move:

14.



Move
Discourse
Function Lesson Segment

Initiating administrative
directive

informative

disciplinary
directive

Soliciting specific
information

Ouvrez vos cahiers 1 la page 20
s'il vous platt.

Aujónrd'hui nous allons regarder
le'devoir sur le conditionel.

Et quand vous voulez parlez vous
levez la main, vous ne criez pas.

Maintenant, quelle est.la rgponse
pour le num6ro un?

Many discourse functions will alway, occtir within the same move
type. The functions of accepting, rejecting or correcting, for example,
must necessarily follow a previous verbal stimulus so they will always
be classified as Reacting 'moves. Some functions, however, are less res-
tricted al to move type and may vary as a function of their position in
the sequence oP tfie discourse. The discourse function 'repetition' for
example may occur as a Soliciting, Responding or even Reacting move
according to its placement in the discourse.

The discourse funct.lon 'clue' may also occur in different move
types. Aware that a,student is in difficulty before a response is
attempted, the teaChei may provide a clue by giving an additional
piece of information on the topic (an Lnitiating move), or the teacher
may provide a clue afte.- the student has made an incorrect or incomplete
response (a Reacting move).

ve
.....

Discourse Function Lesson Segment

So2tcit Specific Information

,

T Pouvez-Vous conjuguer le verbe
'sortirl au passe compose
s'il vous platt, David?

(silence indicates difficulty)

Initiate Clue T Souviens-toi que certains verbes
sont conjugues avec le verbe
'avoir' et d'autres sont conjugues
avec un autre verbe.

_
,

Solicit Specific Information T Quel est cet autre verbe?

Respond Lncomplete Response S Il sort?

React Clue T Ponr le joass6 compose' il faut
employer l'aulliaite plus le
participe pass&



It is hypothesized that the relationship between discourse functions
and tneir affiliated move type is fixed for a majority of functions and
that only a.few functians will show flexibility of move type depending
on position in the sequence ol the interaction. The functions are listed

below with their proposed move Type affiliation. This hypothesis will be
tested and results reported in Chapter IV of this report.

Liripistic- Structure of Classrpom Discourse

Discourse Function
AINNINMEN.11 .wWwW/MI

1.1 informative .

1.2 administrative directive
1.3 disciplinary directive
1.4 social fqrmality

11.1 spegfic information
11.2 geneeal information
11.3 modelling
11.4 reading
11.5 clue
11.6 clarify
11.7 verify
11.8 translate

111.1 complete response
111.2 incomplete response
111.3 repetition

IV.1
IV.2

1V.3
IV.4
IV.5

1V.6
IV.7
IV.8
IV.9

accept
reject
positive
negative
explicit
implicit
comment
noise .

1.,:fiter

evaluation
evaluation
correction
correction

Move Type

ii
I. Initiate

U. Solicit

il]

III. Respond

IV. React

Three additional concepts must be introduced to the analysis of
classroom interaction. These are Source, Target and Modality, represented

in Figure 11-4.

Insert Figure 11-4 about here

Source refers tO the person(s) speaking: (1). teacher;
(2) student; (3) group of student4; (4) the entire cilia's; or (5) a
secondary source, Le:, now-personal, technical means of communication
such as text, tape, radio or television. Target refers co the person(s)
addressed: (1) teacher; (2) a single student; (3) a group of students;
or (4) the entire class. Modality refers to the overall mode of commuciri-
cation by which the message is transmittedt (1) verbal, indicating the
use of the spoken word as the vehicle of communication; and (2) non-verbal
indiCating the use of any means oi communication other than Ole spoken
word including written text. (Since the concern here is with oral
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discourse, written text and otherwritten representations of-language
, , play a seconaary role and, therefore,.:have been designat.O.as non-verbal .

modes of communication.)

For Modality
r-e

!imh 'of the Verbal apd No n-verbal modes are'composed

of-two sub-categories called 'medium'. in the Veirbal Modality, medium
refers to the language in which "communiCation occurs: (I) target-lingual,
indicating the use 61. the 1.2 being learned, and (2) other-lingual,
indicating the Use of any other language (usually .the native language of
teacher and students). 'In the Non -xetbal Modality, medium again has two
sub-categories: (I) .physical indicating any body movement, sgsture or'
facial expression which Acts as .a subtatitute for the spoken word, and4

(2) visual, indicatitig the use of any type of visual aid including
written text, on its own or in.conjUnction with the spoken word, to
convey the communication..

The aspects of discourse functions and their sub-categories ean be
listed as follows:"

f
.

SOURCE

Teachey

Student

. Group

Class

Secondary
Source

'MODALITY 7' TARGET

Verbal Non-.:verbal

Target- .

lingual

Other- 2. Visual
lingual

. Teacher

2: Student

Group

Class

A classroom coding sheet was then formulated. The coding symbol
for each discourse function (listed in Appendix A) -!s entered under the

appropriate move type column. The symbols are entex.:ed vertically on
the sheet throughout the duration of the class segment under observa-
tion. At the same time, the use of any Non-Verbal Modality accompanying.
the discourse function is noted as the tape recorded lesson segment will
not capture this information. See Appendix C fur completed cod-
ing sheets for Core and Immersion classes respectively.'
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PROCESS.

Figura I1-1. Model of the Teaching/Learning'Process

r If

OUTCOME'

Comprehension

Production



Formal4

Practice .

Functional.

Prhctice

Total:

'JGrand Total:

Figure 11-2. Matrix for Activity Analysis by Skills and Strategies. I.

30
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ACTIVITY .

.

A. Pedagogical

.

Organization

.

.

,

B. Linguistic Organization
i

.

. .

Theme
.

.

.

Move

.

7,

,

.

1

,P

.

.

.

,
.

.

Topic
.

Discourse
Function

.--

,

.

.

.

.

.

Figure 11-3. Pedagogical and Linguistic Spheres of Organization
Within a Teathing Activity.
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Target-lingual

-VERBAL

"--

Other-lingual

MODAL'ITY

"'Physical

NON-VERBAL

NVisual

2L

Figure 11-4. Source,. Target and Modality Aspects of Discourse
Functions
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Chapter III

A Comyarison of Teaching_Acti.es
Two Distinct Language Teaching Settings

Two distinct language teaching.settings were dhosen for comparison

using the LTBS; the regular Core Frendh.program and the French Immersion.'

program. Two classes, both at the Grade 6 levels-Imre observed and tape

recordings'of the lessons were made. 'The lesson observed in the French

Immersion. program was a lesson in Frendh Language Arts. The lesson tapes

were 'transcribed into typescript for analysis, first in terms of the

.activities carried out,.and secondly .in terms of the. linguistic organize-

tion of classroOminteraction.

Grade 6 - Core Program

The use of the term 'Core' French or 'regular' French refers to the

traditional programing of French.as a second language in periods of

either twenty,"thirty, or forty minuies per day within the English lan-

guage school program. The class observed in this study-received thirty

minutes of French per day, five days per week. The students were in

their first year of French language study.

.
The lesson typescript (Appendix B) was divided into activities accord-

ing to the two basic features of Skills and Strategies. "Skills",refers

to the aural/oral or imitten.ianguage skills emphasized by the activity;

"Strategies" refrs to the type of language practice," either formal or

functional, for which the activity it; used. The two basic features and

the two sub-categories of each yield a four-cell matrix, as described

earlier (page 9).

Four major activity divisions have been identifed for the Core pro-

gram lesson: 1) Opining remarks; 2) Review of vocabulary and idiomatic

expressizms; 3) Question-answer sequence; and 4) Alphabet drill. Twelve

thematic divisions have been identified within the four activities and

are listed below., Topic divisions based on minor divisions of content

material are not reported here and will not be dealt with in the present

analysis. They have, however, been listed in Appendix B.

th
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Activity NO. -Theme

1 .

2

Description

OPENING REMARKS

1.1 Social formalities

REVIEW OF VOCABULARY & IDIOMATIC
EXPRESSIONS

2.1 Calendar date

2.2 Holiday (Valentine pay)

2.3 Weather

2.4 Calendar date

2.5 NUmbers

2.6 Time

2.7 Academic subjects

2.8 Action verbs

2.9 Negative 'rae...pasiC

3 QUESTION -ANSWER SEQUENCE

3.1 'What do you do at school?'

4 ALPHABET D1tILL-

4.1 Alphabet

We can now place these four teaching activities cni, the four-cell .

matrix according to the number of minutes and the resultant percentage

of total class time devoted to each activity as shown in Figure III-1.

Insert Figure III-1 about here 1

Grade 6 - French Immersion

The 'French Immersion' program refers to a form of schooling whereby

Anglophone children are taught all or part of their school curriculum

through the medinm of French, their second. language. The students -

observed in this study were in their sixth year of a French Immersion

program which had begun as a total immersion experience in Kindergarten

,f 34
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and progressed to a partial immersion situation at the Grade 6 level,
that is, 502; of their school cutriculum is now taught in French and
50% in English.

;\
It was felt that the decrease In the use of French duri#g the school

day and the overwhelming importance of 'English in the generl, environment
was seriously reducing the'students' ptogress in F4nch/ A frm.of'inter-
language', a non-hative form of the language suited particulaxily to clasp- '
room situations, had developed (Selinker et al., 1915).. To enourage the
students to continue their progress towards a more pative-like proficiency
in Frendh, the program'nf French Language'Arts was implemented. The class
observed in this study was one of the French Language Arts classes.

Divisions into.activity and theme were made based on the typescript
of the recorded lesson (Appendix B)..

Activity No. Theme Description

OPENING REMARKS

1.1 Discussion of operetta

1.2 Discipline

1.3 Repeat: discussion

1.4 Administration

1.5 Discipline

1.6 Management

-%\
1.7 Repeat: administration

2 CORRECTION OF TEXT

2.1 Reading of text

2.2 Correction

2.3 Discipline

2.4 Correction

2.5 Administration

2.6 Correction

2.7 Discipline

2.8 Correction

Am.

L.
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Activity. No. Theme Description

2.9 Discipline '

2.10 Correction

2.11 Administration

2.12 Review of entire text

2.13 Administration

3 CLOSING CqNVEIIISATION

3.1 Student-initiated discussion of
newspaper

3.2 Discipline

3.3 - Administration

3.4 Repeat: discussion

The activity distribution by Skills and Strategies is shown in
Table 111.2.

Insert Table 111-2 about here60
From the division of the two typescripts into their component

parts of activity and theme we note that the structural orgpnization
of these two classes is much the same. ThWre is similarity both in the
number of major activity divisions and the progression of these activi-
ties in the teaching of the lesson. The Care class has been divided
into 4 activities while the Immersion class has been divided into 3.

Both classes begin with a Functional, Aural/oral activity, which
we have called 'Opening Remarks'. However, in the Core class this
activity consists of a very brief .5 minute segment, or only 1.6% of
total class time and consists merely of a statement of the formality
'Bonjour' by the teacher and a repetition by the class in unison. In
the Immersion class, 12 minutes, or 24% of total class time is devoted
to this introductory activity.

The second activity is the major teaching segment in both classes..
Moreover, in both classes this activity is classified on the parameter
Strategy as Formal Practice, indicating formal attention to second
language (L2) forms and structures. The Core class devotes 66.7% of
class time to this major .activity, 'Review of Vocabulary and Idiomatic
Expressions'. The Immersion class devotes 602 of its class time to
this second activity, 'Correction of Text'.

On the activity parameter of Skills, hewer, the two classes
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differ. Whereas the Coie class confimies in a totally aural/oral mode,
the Immersion class focuses on the written form of the L2. These two
activitiei exemplify one of the most obvious differences between the
teaching which occurs .in the.two classes. Since the Core program
students are beginneis in French language study, their knowledge of
vocabulary and syntax is necessarily limited. For this reason the
teacher concentrates almost exclusively on the Oral presentation and
practice of vocabulary and idioms and makes little attempt to encourage
the students to use known vocabulary and structures freely. The Immer-
sion class students on the other hand already possess a large corpus of
vocabulary items, certainlY in relation to the classroom environment,
and their attention ia'now beinkdrawn to the written representation of
those known vocabulary items and L2 structures.

The third activity in both classes is a Fenctional, Aural/or4
activity. It must be pointed out, however, that in ;he Core class,
although a certain amount of freedom of choice in,the.ideas presented
and the _form in which they are preaented allows us to classify the
activity as.Functional Practide, it remains completely teachei-directed
and repetition-oriented. It consists of a brief question-answer series
which occupies 5 minutes, or 16.7% of class time. In the Immersiun
class, this activity, 'ClOsing Conversation', ia also brief, occupying
8 minutes, or 16% of total class time. However, in this class the
activity becomes a truly functional exChange With a great deal of freedom
in the student participation: the-topic of conversation is' introduced by
a student; the converiation progresses largely through student questions
and.responses; theke is a great.deal pf student-student interaction on
the topic; and most importfnt, the topic is one that holds real interest
for the students, the upcoming preparation of a sdhool newspaper in French.

Ih IAA Core Class the teacher initiates a final Formal, Aural/oral
actiyity, a rhythmic alphabet drill, tO occupy the last few minutes of
class time. In the immersion class the teacher has no need to structure
-a fourth activity since the third functional activity, the closing conver-
sation, continues with enthusiastic participation until the end of class
time. ,t

Insert Table 111-3 about here

In general then, as shown in Table 111-3, the orpnization of the
activities within these tio-classes along the two parameters of Sktils and

Strategies is consietent with the different priorities applicable to each
class. The top priority for the Care class, vocabulary acquisition, is
accomplished through a totally oral experience in the classroom. The
teacher's rapid progression from one theme to another as well as the use of
fast-paced questioning and response techniques allows the students to hear
a maximum amount of spoken language and to repeat vocabulary items orally

as often as possible within the confines of a thirty-minute class period.
A secondary priority, correet pronunciation, is encouraged by frequent
repetition both by individual students and by the class in unison. The

high percentage of total class time devoted to the Formal Practice Strategy,
83.5%, underlines the degree of attention paid to formal study of language
elements, in this case vocabulary acquisition and correct pronunciation.
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The Core French teacher alSo indicated the importance of a third
/, priority; the students' enjoyment of their.French class. The teacher

attempts to meet this priority and avoid boredom by a continual and
rapid change of theme, by the use of a variety of visual materials,
as well as the use of rhythmic imitative drills such as the oral alpha-
bet drill at the end of the period. It may be worthwhile to point out,
however, that even at the earliest stages of language learning, a need
to use the language for real communication provides an undeniable AMpetus
to students' language performance'and to their positive attitudes in
relation to the language (Sivignon, 1972). The use of amusing visaal
aids, rapid thematic progression and rhythmic drills and games may still
prove insufficient to foster a true appreciation and enjoyment of French
in the students.

One further point 0 contrast between these two classes becomes
evident when.we examine the theme divisions within the activities. In
the Immersion class there are 6 instances where 'Discipline' becomes
the major focus of attention while in the Coreiclass this does not
occur at all. This difference may be partly explainable by the fact
dhat there is far greater freedom of interaction generally in the immer-
sion class, ending occasionally in undue noise and disruption. The

interaction tends to be more varied: students question the teacher,
often several at a time; students often speak among themselves; students
are more active, i.e., distributing and collection workbooks for written
.exercises.

The uninhibited behaviour of the Immersion students also reflects a
rapport which exists between teacher and students which is not duplicated
in the Core French classroom. There are two probable reasons for this
difference: first, the more sophisticated language level of the Immersion
students gives them a degree of comfort and flexibility in language use

.whieh Core students lack; and secondly, the role of the Immersion teacher,
as full-time classroom teaCher, allowa him to reach a degree of familiarity
with his students that is impossible for the itinerant Core French teacher
to attain. The Immersion teacher knows his students as individuals. He

is familiar with their background, personality, academic strengths and
weaknesses, extra-curricular interests, sports abilities, and so forth.
This knowledge allows him to relate to each student personally on real
topics of interest in their lives. The itinerant Core French teacher who
merely replaces the regular classroom teacher for thirty minutes a day
cannot meet the students on the sane level. Moreover, the Core French
teacher speaks a new and strange language in which communication is
strictly limited to brief exchanges, mainly the recollection of one-word
items, with little or no intellectual or personal involvemnt en either
side.

3 s
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Table III-1

Activity analysis by skills and strategies - grade 6 core

AURAL/ORAL

Time 2

WRITTE

Activity No.

N-

Time TotalActivity No.

FORMAL
PRACTICE

2

4

0 min.

4.5

66.7

15.0

81.72

FUNCTIONAL
i

PRACTICE
1

1

1

3

0.5

5.0

1.6

16.7

18.3Z

Total i

1

30 min. 100%

Table 111-2

Activity analysis by skills and strategies - grade 6 Immersion

FUNCTIONAL

to.

r-
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.Table 111-3

Comparison of Core and immersion class activities

by-ski-1/s and strategies

.

Formal
Practice

Functional
Practice

AAra rall/O .

Written

,

t

i 4

C 0 R E 83.5% 16.5% i 1002 02.

--

1MMERS 10 N 60 Z 40 % 40% IDO%

.....w ........... enma..
.
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A Compa7ison of Verbal Irrteractionin
Two Distinct

To further explore..the differences between sour samvle Core French
and Immersion classes, an analirate of verbal interaceions occurrimg in
the class wits performed. The data were collected by means. of the
Language Teaching Record Sche-ce (LTRS) and excadned in tirms of the
24 discourse functions and the.four communicative move types-discussed
earlier. The.three additional aspecee of discourse functions, namely,
the Source of the message, thi; Target and the Modality by which ihe
message is transmitted, were also documented.

For both the Grade 6 Core class and the Grade 6 Immersion class a
full lesson period oas observed, taperecorded, and trahscribed. Each

4, discourse function uccurring in the interattion was then coded opto a
coding sheet by plaeing the .discourse function symbol in thd appropriate
move type column. For each individual.discourse function, iqfoKmation
as to Source ,sP1fet and Medality was Also,eoded by appropriate symbols.
The sample coJng sheets for each class leason are faund in Appemiix C.

-

The data were analysed by performirig crositabislarieni of/the factors
DiticoCrSe Funceion, Move, Source, Target, and Modality:-- The rblevant
comparisons were discourse function Wail each of the othiarlactOrs and
the interaction between move'and source.' .4The hypotheses.were that the
discourse functions would'hodeur different distributions and frequencies
in each of the classes, that is, they would be differentially paird.d
with each of'the other factors, and that move types would display a
mure flexib:e relationship with Source fot,Ipe immersion'class than for
the core leases:. Thus, whereas the move 'SolicW may be restricted to
the teacher in the core class, it may be employed`bit students as well in
the immersion class. Such differences mai, have.important consequences
for the learning process.

.,_-

Olscourse Fun tion Usagt.

The primary distinction between the use of discou:e lun;:tik,n,i in
thesetwo settings is iLeir irequency oi pccurrence. In t_he Core clar.-
room setting, 975 discourse functiens were recorded within 30-minutu
lesson period while in the immersion classroom setting, only 4U0 dI-

cure functlohs were recorded over a longer 50-minute lesson perlod .
fhe large number c4 functions in the Core program lek!=t11 indicates Lite
fast pace of the interaction taking place. Students experience a rapio
fire sequencing of questions and responses which provides Maxim= ex-pc--
sure to the vocabulary_and language: jorLis under study. Tau te4cliet-

encourages each student. to produce voi:.at,ulary items orally
as possible by requesting short, quick responses and frequent repetitiou:-..
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The effect is often hectic and hurried as afgreat amount of material is

, forced within a 30-minute sessiun.

The slower pace of the.interaction in the Immersion class is reflec-

ted by the smaller number.of discourse functions recorded. The slower

pace allows students time forreflection before antwering and promotes

more careful consideration of respOnAfts. Each functibn used tn the

Immersion class is verbalized in a more elaborate form than in the

Core class; thus f67er fundions are noted in a longer time period.

This is demonstrated for the function 'clarify', used.to expla.in a

specific vocabulary item. -It the Immersion class the following exchange

takes place: .

$ Qu'est-ce que c'est fa, l'4quilibre,

T Ah, tu sais bien ce que L'6eldil1bre? C'est quand...

en ce moment je suis en 6quilibre, alors la, je ne suis plus

en 6guilibre. "Il a perdu l'6qui1ibre". (accompanied by

actions to emphasize meaning)

In the Core class the following veScabulary clarification occurs:

T Qu'est-ce gue &est 'anniversaire'?

S Birthday.

T Oui.

Another example, using function 'administrative directive',

gives evidence of the sane dibparity. With this function the teacher

introduces the activity which is to follow. In the Immersion and Gore

classes respectively this function appears as follows:

Immersion:

I Bon. Rapidement meaintenant je vous redistribue les cahlers

d'expression &rite. Nous corrigeons un texte ensemble; nous

le recoeions cette fois, d'accord. Hier nous avous fait
%tres rapidement ce travail, avant de sartir hier soir. On

fait la midne chose -- on va lire lc WXZA. vous svu
cumment on tait maintenant.

I Ah, nous avon.4. un petit jeu, un leu eX et 0' K.

The Cure class teacher restricts language ',1St. 4_0 a minim,ti iovi

due to the students' basic level of competence. Sentence StIUCLUrv

siTple, functional, Without digrOgstons. Cluestiom; arc brief, trequent!y

followed by a single-word response and exact tep.titIon. Ent., Imiliersi,1!

teacher on the other hand expands, elaborates and digresses asing lan-

guage in a natural and expanded manner. The followig interacfAi:::t,

exemplify these traits:

PI"

Sm.

P"'



Immersion:

T Pos. Eval'n.

Disciplinary
Directive

Pos. Eval'n.

Comment

Implicit
Correction

S Responie

T Accept

Oui, c'est tfas'bien.

Je repte, James, que pour que l'enregistrement
. 'soit utile, on gvite de faire des bruits par,

comme tu es en train d'en faire. Tu n'as pas
touchg 1 ton cahier.

Oui, Anne. Anne a absolumett raison.

Andt4a a repet4 a la derniare phrase qui gta4
coyige au tableau. 'Vest "soudain le feu est
passg au vert" et Andrga wcontinue en disant
"le feu est passg au vert quand le vieux
monsieur a 1ach4 le poteau il a --

Ah, &est pas...

Oh--"aussitot qu'il a lachg le poteau"

Oui, c'est ya.
Elt
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Core:

T Spec. info.

S Response

T Explicit
Correction

q Repetition

T Accept

Spec. Info.

S Response

I Accept

Qu'est-ce quo c'est? Jason. (picture cue)

Matin.

Le matin.

Le matin.

Oui.

Et sa? Danny. (picture cue)

L'apras-midl.

Uh huh (nodding).

One further point to account for the frequency difference betweeu
the classes is the nature of the two lessons observed. The immersion
class is involved in a written composition lesson which involves a
certain amount of reading of text, both beiore and after coirectiun.
Thus, a single function, 'reading', is recorded; however, the actual
time spent on that reading may he somewhat greater than the time requirLd
for the preduction of certain other tunctions.
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E......a522. of Discourse unct ion UBaje

Let us consider in more detail the relative usage of each discourse
function within the Core and Immersion classrooms as shown in Table IV-1.

Insert Table IV 1 about here

1. Informative: a very small percentage occurrence of this function

was recOrded with the Core class (1.1%); however, only a slightly
grea,ter percentage occurrence was recprded with the Immersion

class (1.82). This function was not telied on heavily by teachers
in either setting to orient students towards the lesson topic or
to lead into lesson material.

2. Administrative directive: this function seldom occurred in the Core
. class (1.22). However, in the more flexible progression of the

rmmersion class, 12.72 of functions were of this type.

3. Disciplinary dicpctive: this function was never uttered in the.Core
class under observation (02) but occurred regularly in the Immer-
sion class (4.6%) as the teacher dealt with an exhuberant class.

4. Social formalities: this function was not a common feature of
either se;.ting, occurring very briefly in the Core class (0.67.)
and not at all in the Immersion class. The social contacts and
comments which occurred in the Immersion setting occurr in the

form of general questioning rather than as standardize social

formulae.

5. Specific information: this was the function relied o most heavily
by the Core class teacher for the advancement of the lesson (17.7%).
The Immersion teacher relid on specific'questioning to a lesser
extent, only 10.9% of the functions being of this type.

6. General information: the situation was reversed here in relation

to the previous function. While the Core class exhibited only 2.9Z
general questioning, the Immersion class exhibited 6.1%. The in-

creased amount of general or open-ended questioning occurring in
the Immersion setting indicates a somewhat greater opportunity for
individual student contributions to the interaction and creative
language use.

't.delling: this function whereby a linguistic mf,del pLt,vided

fur imitation by students, occurred only in the Core classroom and
to a moderately high degree (3.6%) in relation to flst otiwr dis-

course functions. This technique may be liecessary in the early

stages of language learning. The classrovm teacher is usually the
sole model of native-like proficiency in the L2 available Lu ale
students anJ therefore must encl,urag..: ot t.

pronunciation arid intonation patterns in the students by modelling. PP

MM.

a...

fr

8 Reading: due to the Preliminary stage of language /earning oY-fte AL;
Grade 6 Core class, reading was not an integral part of their lan-

guage learning program. The aural/oral course concentrates heavily
on listening and speaking skills with written 1.2 form introduced

much later in the program. In the Immersion class, however, 8.6%

of functions have been coded as 'reading'. In this-class, a written
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composition was being corrected and,students' attention was being
directed to written L2 forms. Each Sentence was read aloud both
before and after correction.

k

9. Clue: both classes exhibited miniwal 'Use of this function (0.8%).
In the Core class, clues to aid responSs were generally presented
in visual form via flashcards, clock face, or situational pictures.
Since the students' level of vocabulary demprehension'is still very
limited, it is reasonable that visual stilituli or clues are more
effective than oral clues. In the ImmersiOn class, neither grammar
nor cross-lingual clues were exhibited to aily great degree.

\

10. Clarify: this function was never exhibited in the Core class where
questions were formed sioply and explicitly, requiring no
clarification, rephrasing or explanation. The'function was, however,
exhibited to a small degree in the Immersion class (2.0%).

11. Verify: again a function almost never experienced in the Core class

21.

.22) but exhibitellt,occasionally in the Immersion\class (1.5%).
, to the increased complexity of language use and,,general question-
ing techniques employed, verification of comprehension was
on occasion.

'12. Translate: this function seldom occurred in the Core Class (1.0%)
and never occurred in the Immersion class. Both classes were con-
ducted completely within the framework of the L2 without resorting
to comparisons between Ll and L2 via translation.

13. Complete response: In the Core class a high percentage of all
function- smiled were classified as 'complete response' (18.12)
that is, vonses in which the minimum information required by
the previous question was provided by the respondent. The Immer-
sion class exhibited a similarly high percentage of complete
responses (14:5%).

14. Incomplete response: a greater percentage of incomplete responses
was recorded in the Core class than in the Immersion class, 8.2%
and 3.82 respectively. 'This difference probably reflects the
difference in proficiency level of the two groups of students.
The Core students, beginners in French, may misunderstand a question
or simply be unable to formulate an adequate reply to a question.
The Immersion students with their greater knowledge of the L2
should have less difficulty in formulating appropriate replies.

15. Repetition: the heavy use of repetition in the Core class was
reflected by a high 13.7% of total functions while in the Immer-
sion class it was a low 2.0% of total functions. These figures
emphasize the reliance of the Core classroom teacher on pure
repetition to promote students' mastery of vocabulary itens
and idiomatic expressions.

16. Accept: this discourse function is a neutral, non-evaluative
form of acCeptance, simply a 'oui' or 'bi,n' following a response
wi:-.hout further comment or any affective overtones. It made up
17.6% of total functions in the Core class, and 6.92 of total
functions in the Immersion class.
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17. Reject: in the case of the cdject function, also a neutral or

r- non-evaluative reaction to a response, the usage was similar in
the two classes with only slightly higher usage in the Core class
than in the Immersion class (2.5% and 1.8% occurrence respectively).

18. Positive evaluation: with respect to this function which indicates
praise or comment of a positive nature following a response, both
classes were similar in usage with 3.6% and 3.8% occurrence re-
corded in the Core and Imnersion classes respectively.

19. Negative evaluation: not a single instance of this function was
recorded in either class. The teachers in both settings thus
tended to resort to positive reinforcement and encouragement rather
than negative evaluation of a response.

20. Explicit correction: this function indicates that the respondent
has been provided with the correct form after having difficulty
completing a response. This form of correction was used to a
limited degree in both the Core and Immersion classes, 2.2% and
2.5% of total functions respectively.

21. Implicit correction: this function indicatei that the respondent
is encouraged to self-correct by the questioner who merely local-

izes the error by repetition of the response with emphasis on the
incoriect aspect, for example, without actually giving the correct
form of the response. This function was used to a greater extent
in the Immersion class than in the Core class, 4.3% and 1.7% of
total functions respectively.

22. Comment: ;Ihis important function refers to the use of any elabora-

tion on a response. It may plovide additional information to the
response or synthesize previously given information. It was seldom

used in the Core class (1.1%), although more frequently in the
Immersion class (7.6%). The use of a general function such as
this is crucial in the second language learning classroom. It

is through the experience of general language use that students
gain flexibility in comprehension and production. If classroom
language use is restricted to a largely formal pedagogic sequence
without the addition of spontaneous exchange of information and
flexible patterning of functions, students will remain unaware of
their use.

23. Noise: while not strictly a discourse function, this aspect of
the classroom interchange provcd to be an important one, especi-
ally in the Immersion class where it was recorded as 3.37. of

total functions.

24. Laughter: this function WAS recorded in the Immersion class to a
small extent (0.5%), and was never recorded in the Core class as
an important feature of the interaction.

boor

.
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In the Corb clataroom,recall of information questions in which a

'11 single correct ampler is sought dominates the interaction: 17.7% of

all functions recorded request 'specific information'. Moreover,

'certain questions, when, asked in the guise of general questioning, in
'fact require specific information to be accepted. Having just previ-

ously introduced as new vocabulary the phrase "il-fait dhaud", the
teacher asks: "Quel temps.fait-il en septembre?" SeVeral-responses
may logically be appropriate and in this case the student respOnds:

"Il fait froid", a Plausible reply, especially in the Canadian context.
However, the.teacher reacts with'a repetition of the answer with rWng
intonation, a function indicating implicit correction: "En septembre?"
She then repeats the question in an attempt to draw the correct or
ekpected response from the student: Quelque fois oui, mats d'habitude

quel 'temps fait-il?" The student then realizes his mistake in thinking
it an open question and proVides the expected response using the new
structure r.. "11 fait chaud ."

In the Immersion classroom the use of general, open-ended question-
ing techniques is more apparent: 6.1% of total functions as compared to

2.9% recorded in the Core class. Also, the functions of specific and

general questioning are more evenly distributed throughout the class,
10.9% and 6.1% respectively, whereas the functions are unevenly distri-
buted in the Core class, 17.7% specific questioning and only 2.9% general

questioning.

Relationship between Moves and Discourse Functions

The percentage occurrence of each move type for each of the classes

is presented in Table IV-2. While the Initiating move type which pro-
vides introductory comnents, background on a topic and lead-in remarks
of any kind, is almost nonexistent in.the Core class, the other three
moves are used equa,tly. This balance of Solicit, Respond and React
dharacterizes the entire lesson (see coding sheets in Appendix C). The

loss of Initiating moves from the classroom repertoire automatically
reduces by 25% the popaibility rot flexibility and variety in the

interaction.

Insert Table IV-2 about here

In the lmmersiop class we note a consistent distribution of moves
across-all four moVe types. The high percentage of Initiating and
Reacting moves indicate that a great amount of iPformation above and
beyond the level of basic question-answer routines is exhibited in this

clays. Furthermore, with the interaction spread evenly across all four

move types, a greater variety of sequencing is possible.

It has been hypothesized that the occurrence of most discourse
functions will be restricted to one single move type and that only a
few functions will vary in relation to move type, according to their
pdsition !n the sequence of the discourse.

The results of the crosstabulation between discourse function and
move type.does not always support the hypothesis. Again, a variance

4, rN
I
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between the two settings is evident, as shown in Figure IV-3. In th

Core setting the hypothesis holds true in that 16 functions are allot
100% of the time'to one move category, while only 5 functions are dis-
tributed across move types. (rhree functions do not occur in the Core
classroom discourse: disciplinary directive, clarify and negative evaluation.)

Insert Table IV-3 About here

In the Immersion setting, however, 12 functions are restricted to
a single move type while 8 functions are distribtted across the move

types and 4 functions do not occur in the discourse (social formality,
/modelling, translation and negative evaluation). Since:barely oneshalf
/of the total nuMber of functions are fixed in relation to move type\
Ehe hypothesis does not hold true for the Immersion setting.

Source of Discourse Functions

The relatienship between Source and "discourse functions for the two

classes is very similar (Table IV-4). Initoth cases, the teacher is res-
ponsible for the majority of discourse functions recorded. Only the

single student source differentiates the two classes: there is greater
occurrence of this source in the Core than in the Immersion class. All

other figures are comparable.
14,

1

Insert Table IV-4 &out here

The interactlon tetween Move type -end Soto'ce* ven IA thse-flody of

Table IV-4, is more informative. The Core class teacher is responsible

for 100% of the Initiating moves recorded. In the Immersion class,
while the Leacher is still responsible for the great majority of Initi-
ating moves (98.9%), there are, nonetheless, insLances of student
initiations.

The Core teacher is again responsible for 1007. of Soliciting moves
recorded, whereas the Immersion teacher shares the Solieiting tm)ves with

Lhe students.

Conversely, with respect to Responding moves, it is the students in
the Core class who claim greatest responsibility, while the immersion
class permits responses by both teacher-and students. A more even

distribution in the Immersion class credits indifidual students with

64.3% of Responding moves, a clear majority, but also credits Ole
teacher with a high 22.6% of Responding moves. Moreover, group and

class responses are noted in the Immersion class for this move type.

Only in the case of Reacting moves does the disparity between th
two settings disappear. While tb2re is a slightly greater occurrence
of group and class participation in Reacting moves in the Immersion
class than was found for Core, the difference between the two classe:

is minimal.

P'

b..
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'1 Modality of InteracOon---

A compsfison of the medium of communication reveals that both
classes rely almost exclusively on the target language for all inter-

action. In the Immersion class the interaction occurs 100Z in the
target language, i.e., French; in the Core class the interaction occurs
99.9% in the target language and only'0.12 in the native language. In

this class in order to ensure the students' comprehension of the oral
drill to follow, on one occasion the teacher requests an English trans-
lation: "Qu'est-ce que c'est 'anniversaire'?" to whiCh the-students
reply: "Birthday".

A consideration of the discourse functions in Table IV-5 associated with the

Non-verbal Modality, hoNver, reveals disparity between the two classes.
While in the Core class ri functions are associated wit Non-verbal
Modality, in the Immersion class the number is only 5. More ver, when

Insert Table I1-5 about here

we compare the occurrence of the subordinate media, physical or visual

we note that in the Core class the visual medium predominates while in
the Immersion class the physical medium is evident to a greater extent.
In the Core class, visual stimuli occur in conjunction with the following

functions: informative, directive, specific information, modelling,

reading and incomplete response. Thus the teacher relies heavily on
visual aids when presenting information and eliciting vocabulary pro-
duction from students.

In the Immersion class the major role of the visual medium is in

the use of written text. The uncorrected text is read from the black-

board and then replaced by the corrected version. Although this visual

medium occurs with only one function, i.e., reading, this function
accounts for 8.6% of total functions and is therefore a major aspect of

the lesson.

The pb sical medium of the Non-verbal Modality occurs in the Core
Llass with the functions 'response', 'repetition' and 'accept' as well
as the functions 'noise' and 'laughter'. The occurrence oE the physical

mediuxi with the function 'complete response' reflects the use of stamp-

ing feet and clapping hands as the teacher leads the students in the
alphPbet drill which ends the lesson. Used in conjunction with the
function 'repetition', it indicates the teacher's consistent technique
of pointing to a respondent without calling the student by name. Used

in conjunction with the function 'accept', it indicates that a nod of

the head has been used to convey the acceptance of an answer rather
than an oral form of reaction.

In the Immersion class the physical medium occurs in conjunction

with the functions 'disciplinary directive' and 'clarify'. Thus ges-

tures are shown to be used when disciplining students, i.e., pointing
to the offending student rather than calling him by name, or tapping

a ruler against the desk for emphasis. Gestures were also used in this
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class to accompany a clarification of the phrase "en 6quilibre"; rather

'II than giving the students a native-language equivalent for the term, the

teacher acted out physically the concepts of balance and imbalance.

Remarks

It is evident from t14, results described above that significant

differences do exist in the'werbal interaction of th,-two classes obser-

ved. Students in each of th e two settings in fact experience a very

different language environment

In comparing the frequency f occurrence of the individual discourse

functions we note that certain f ctions relied on in the Core classroom,

such as 'modelling' and 'repetitio ', are not a common feature of the

Immersion setting, whereas other Ainctions, such as 'comment', occur

more frequently in the Immersion thin the Core classroom. Moreover,

even in cases where the same discourae function occurs 4n both settings,

the function is often aetuelaged in a much expanded verbal form in the

Imbersion class as compared to`' he-Core. The more natural language'

input provided by the expanded dIso.use functions may be reflected in

the students' increased awareness of-natural language functions and

their increased ability to use such functions in their own L2 perfoxmance.

It may be that by restricting language use at the beginners' level of

study to match the students' basic level of proficiency,.we are also

restricting their progress to a more advanced level of language use.

The functions most commonly employed in the Core class were those

based on established patterns of speech, i.e., 'modelling' followed by

repetition', or 'specific information' followed by 'response' (complete

or incomplete), followed by 'accept'. Core French teachers should be

encouraged to ensure that modelling - repetition functions are not used

to excess at the expense of students' personal, creative responses in

the L2. The Immersion class on the other hand experienced more of those

functions with varied and flexible verbal interpretations, 'general infor-

mation', 'comment' and 'clarify'. In particular, the use of general,

open-ended questioning techniques was more common in the Immersion than

the Core class. The greater oCcurrence of general questioning may indi-

cate that the teacher is interested in many possible explanations or

a7swers rather than a single correct answer. Such a technique may

epcourage more imaginative thinking and flexible language use than the

recall-of-information type responses a,aociated with the Core class.

In the Immersion class the substantial use of discourse functions

which establish classroom proc.edure and discipline add to Ole climate

of natural, free-flowing language use. Administrative directives and

disciplinary directives seldom occurred in the Core class where the

pattern of the lesson ard its progression appeared to be firmly esta-

blished and were closely followed by both teacher and students. The

greater occurrence of these functions in the Immersion class indicates

that the teacher may have a greater need to structure and organize

verbal and non-verbal behaviours on a daily basis. These functions

exercise a truly communicative role in the classroom by directing actual

classroom behaviours rather than focusing on the presentation of content
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material. Thus although indicating disruptive behaviour, the high

percentage occurrence of these 'functional' discourse functions may

at the same time aid in developing the students' level of communica-

tive competence.

The interaction between discourse function and move type is ain

informative. In the Core class wherd oely 3.out of 4 move types cur,

the possibility for vaiiety in the.interaction is greatly r

far greater variety in the sequencing of move nced by he

Immersion class where all 4 move types occur i a more equal distribtez

tion. Thus the interaction tends to be more ied in this class where .

spontaneous contributions are all:Owed to mould the sequence of the inter-

action rather than be confined within a strictly standardized pattern.

Furthermore, the fact.that a majority of functions in the Core

setting 'were restricted to one move type category (16 out of 24)i

whereas only half (12 out of 24) were similarly restricted in the

Immersion setting, provides further evidence of the more varied linguis-

tic environment experienced in the Immersion setting.

Again, the interaction between Source and Move type yields an

interesting comparison between the two settings. The Core classroom

displayed a high degree of teacher direction in that the teacher had

complete control over three out of four move types in the interaction--

Initiating, Soliciting and Reacting. The extremely low degree of student

participation in other than Responding moves gives evidence not only of

their low level of proficiency but also of a high degree of standardi-

zation of roles in the classroom. It is the teacher's role in this

situation to inform, to question and to react while it is the students'

role merely to respond. In the Immersion class where a more even dis-

tribution between Source and Move type was observed, it is evident that

students, as individuals and as a group, take greater responsibility

for the direction of the lesson and the nature and pattern of verbal

interaction.

An interesting aspect of the interaction in the Immersion class

is that students are encouraged to question the work of other students.

The importance of pupil-pupil interaction in the learning process within

the classroom is of much interest. Many educators (Goodlad, 1970)

consider that learning through peer interaction may have more permanent,

lasting effects than learning which takes place through the traditional

teacher-as-director, student-as-respondent roles.

In the case of the aspect Modality, there is disvrity between the

two settings only for the Non-verbal Modality. Although in both classes

the visual medium is employed, it occurs with greater frequency in the

Core classroomwhere the teacher relies heavily on visual aids when

presenting new vocabulary,eliciting vocabulary production and rein-

forcing modelling techniques. A secondary role of the variety of visual

stimuli occurring in the Core class may be simply to provide some amus-

ing pictures to counteract the monotony of the classroom routine. The

use of the visual medium in the Immersion class takes the form of written

text on the blackboard. This difference points to a major area of

contrast between these two classes. Whereas the Core students are

beginners in French language study, in the early stages of an aural/oral

51
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proformaxAthoa benefit of 'reading and writing practice, the,Immersion
stiOentstsq d.n'th'eirsixth.year of French study with reading and writ-

a ma36r-plirt of their language curriculum.

,

Inorder to improve the performance and attitudes of students in

Core French programs it maybe "worthwhile to encourage the use of more r-

- gnatural language functions and patterns of moves and functions, even

.frsm the first days of language study. Without the constant example

of yaritid, flexible language uiie in the classrooms, students themSelves
may be unable to;develop a level of L2 competence which allows them to

communicate in situations outeile 'the formal classroom setting. The

adtual.relationsbip that exists between the classroom language experience

and.yhe students' avel of mastery of'the second language should be

invest4tige0 in more detail in the future empirical iesearch.

a

4

PS
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Table IV-1

Percentage of total-classroom discourse attributed to each

discourse function in core and.immersion settings

DISCOURSE FUNCTION CORE IMMERSION

1.

2.

5.

informative

administrative directive.

disciplinary directive

1.1%

1.2

0

1.8-%

12.7 \\,

4.6

4. social formality 0.6 0

5. specific information 17.7 10.9

6. geneial information 2.9

7. modelling 3.6 0

8. reading 0.1 8.6

9. clue 0.8 0.8

10. clarify 0 2.0

11. verify 0.2 1.5

12. translate 1.0 0

13. complete response 18.1 14.5

14. incomplete response 8.2 3.6

15. repetition *-- 15.7 2.0

16. accept 17.6 6.9

17. reject 2.5 1.8

18. positive evaluation 3.6 3.8

19. negative evaluation 0 0

20. explicit correction 2.2 2.1

21. implicit cortection 1.7 4.3

22. comment 1.1

23. noise 1.1 3.3

24. laughter 0 0.5



Table-IV-2

Percentage occurrence of each.nove type

in core.and immersion settint;.4

Initiate

. Solicit

Respond

Immersion
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Table IV-4

Percentage occurrence of'move tylI by source

in cibre and immersion settings

'Source:

1. Teacher 2. Student 3. Group 4. Class

.

C I C I

Move :

1. Initiate 100 98.9 0 1.1 0 0 0 0

2. Solicit 100 57.8 0 42.2 0, 0 0 0

3. Respond 0.6 22.6 89.5 64.3 0 7.1 9.9 6.0

4. React 88.9 83.7 4.5 4.4 -0.3 0.7 6.3 11.1

TOTAL: 61.3 68.8 33.0 24.4 0.1 = 1.8 5.6 5.1
A

.0
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Table IV-4

Percentage occurrence ef move type by scurce

in core and immersion setting:4

kurce:
1. Teacher

Move;

I. Initiate
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Table nr-5

Percentage occurrence of physical and visual media

within the non-verbal modality in.core and immersion settings

CORE F.MMERSION

Z Use Physical Visual Physical

46.

66.7 33.3

1.3 0 100

15. re 9.3 92.9
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16. ac 5.3 100

23. -4/- 6.h /00

4. ha 6.t. 100

TOTAL: 100.0
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Chapter V

Towards a Theoretical Model of Second Language Learning

Second language learning is recognized to be an extremely complex

enterprise. Languages are learned for different reasons, under different

circumstances, by learners of different ages and abilities, and with -

different outcomes.. To create a model which can accommodate all these

variables and also account for particular language learning experiences,

a delicate balance must be struck between producing a scheme that is..

sufficiently ge.er4.1 to cover all such variationi, yet specific enough

to provide maful.information.

Existing models in the field have tended to polarize on this. dirw-

sion: the descriptions attempt to either document all facets of the

language learning situation that may impinge on the language learning

experience (Schwann, 1976; Swain,1977;'Nalman et al, 1978). or address

only a limited number of specifiable operations (e.g. Monitor Model,

Kxashen, 1976). Both types of schemes 3re essential to our understanding .

of second lanivage learning; both serve different purposes and are invoked

at different stages of inquiry. The extreme placement of these schemes

on a general-specific dimension, however, is problematic: the general

schemes aie actually taxonomies and may be more appropriately called

'descriptio
1;

'; the specific schemes, while they are models, explain

only a limit d range of phenomena. A model, we believe, must be of an

intermediate degree of generality such that it has an acceptable range

of application but can nonetheless explain specific processes. In other

words, to provide a coherent framework foe the understanding of second

language learning, a model must meet two criteria - first, it must be

able to interpret the effects of factors found in taxonomies (descrip-

tions) of second language learning; second, it must be able to accomodate

aspects of specific models and explain theivrelation to each other:and

te second language learning. The development of such a model was one of

the major goals of this project.

The proposed model aims to provide an account of language learning

by idOntifying a range of relevant factors and relating them to the

language learning experience thus explaining differential' skill develop-

ment in learners. The model is both descriptive and explanatory in that

it incorporates factors suggested by the literature to have relevance

for second language learning and describes the processes by which the

language is learned under these variojis conditions. To the extent that

it is explanatory, it is also predict e - language learning outcomes

may be predicted by considering the st te of the conditions represented

in the model.

A critical feature of the proposed model is its generality. It

does not describe differences between language learners; rather, ic

describes the way in which humans, given biological, social, and other

restrictions, learn a second language. Differences in achievement

between individuals are, attributed to differences in the efficiency
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with'which the model operates for different people. An understanding of
,
f
what factors determine that efficiency is an empirical question and moti-
vates much of the research generated lrom the model (Bialystok & Fedhlich,

1978b). Differences in various skill development, however, is attri-
buted to tne operation of the model and will be examined in that context.

_ Des.cription of the model

The model may account as well for differences between language
learners which may be attributed to individual learner characteristics.
These are measures such as language learning aptitude, attitude, moti-
vation, personality, and other variables. It is suggested that these
factors determine the efficiency with which the model will operate for
particular individuals without changing the nature of that operation in
terms of the possible strategies or processes. Thus, an optimal set of
individual characteristics, may yield greater achievement in second lan-
guage learning, but tW mechanisms for the attainment of that proficiency
and the strategies available for its enhancement would be identical for
all second language learners, regardless of their competence.

The model, presented in Figure V-1, is organized on three levels--
Input, Knowledge, Output. pach of these represents some w4que stage
in the learning and use of a second language--the language ust be
experienced or encountered (Input), the information gained m t be
stored in some form (Knowledge), and subsequently utilized fo ther
comprehension or production of the language (Output).

Insert Figure V-1 about here

Two kinds of lines connect the various cells in the model. The
solid lines are "processing lines" and refer to obligatory relation-
ships that hold between aspects of the model. Processing lines neces-
sarily transfer information in the world into the representational
system, which in the present model is the Knowledge level, and similarly
processes'are required to use the information for output or response.
The dotted lines indicate optional relationships between the cells of
the model. These lines represent "language learning strategies" which
are defined as optional means for exploiting available information to
improve competence in a second language.

input, The Input level refers to the undifferentiated context in
which exposure to the language occurs and is given only the general
title in the model of Language Exposure. Within this concept, however,
specific experiences could be identified and their particular effects
postulated. The Language Classroom, for example, provides a specialized
kind of exposure to the language, and the effects of that exposure could
be dealt with in the model once the nature of the experience has been
described. Similarly, encountering the target language only through
books, or through cultural immersion would again provide different
experiences. These differences could be documented in terms of their
effects on the type of language learned by the particular Language
Exposure.
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A systematic description of differences in language development
i attributable to the Input level has current relevance for language

. pedagogy. The ongoing debate among educators regarding the relative
merits of programs such as core or immersion French may be examined
through this Input level of the model. The effects on linguistic and
communicative conpetence which follow from specifiable Language Exposure
circumstances may be empirically studied.

KE92,12AAE. The Knowledge level assunes that information about a
language may be represented in three ways, described here as Other
Knowledge, Explicit Linguistic Knowledge, and Implicit Linguistic
Knowledge. These are, of course, hypothetical constructs in that they
do not attempt to represent in any physiological sense the way in which
information is stored in the brain. Rather, they refer to three types
of information phe learner brings to a language task, and since each is
considered to Contribute in some unique way to the attainment of lan-
guage proficiency, they have been distinguished in the model.

The difference between Explicit and Implicit Linguistic Knowledge
is defined operationally. Explicit Linguistic Knowledge contains all
the conscious facts the learner has about the language and the criterion
for admission to this category is the ability to articulate those facts.
These ay include some grammar rules, some vocabulary items, pronuncia-
tion ,es, and so on. Implicit Linguistic Knowledge is the intuitive
information upon which the language learner operates in order to rroduce
responies (comprehension or production) in the target language. What-
ever information is automatic and is used spontaneously in language
tasks is represented in Implicit Linguistic Knowledge. Again, the
content may include grammar rules, vocabulary, and so on. It is in
this sense that a language learner may claim that a sentence "sounds"
or "feels" right, although no direct,evidence for the correctness of
the sentence could be cited.

Three functions are assigned to the Explicit Linguistic Knowledge
source. First, it acts as a buffer for new informAtion about the
language. For example, new words or vocabulary items which are pre-
sented in a classroom, or encountered in any other explicit situation,
would at first be represented in Explicit Linguistic Knowledge. After
continued use, the information may become automatic and be tran-ferred Le
Implicit Linguistic Knowledge, but the initial encounter, because of
its explicitness, requires that it is represented in Explicit Knowledge.

The second function is to act as the store for information which
is always represented explicitly. Even native speakers will find that
certain grammar rules or word meanings require some consciousness in
order to be used correctly. Native English speakers, for example,
sometimes report the need for conscious attention in order to property
differentiate "lie" and "lay". Further Krashen (1976) has argued that
some aspects of a second language are unconsciously "acquired" and as
such are not consciously known, while others are "learned" and remain
in some conscious form. As a rough, categorization, he claims that
simple rules are learned and complex ones are acquired (Krashen, 1977a).
In this scheme, the second language learner would store simple rules
in the Explicit Linguistic Knowledge and complex ones in Implicit
Linguistic Knowledge.

111
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. The third function for the Explicit Linguistic Knowledge source is

/ to act is an "explicit articulatory system". That is, informatibn that
is represented in Implicit Linguistic Knowledge may be made conscious,

or explicit, in this source. Rules which are used implicitly and operated

upon correctiv may be generated and the explicit statement of them brought

into the ExpliCit Linguistic Knowledge source if required. For e4ample, a

native speaker of French may not be conscious of the rule governing the

positioning of the indirect object pronoun although he consistently uses
the rule in the formation of sentences. By examining a corpus of sentences,

he may notice that this pronoun precpdes the auxiliary verb and thus become

aware of the constraints which he had implicitly been honoring in his

automatic language production. Because he had been successfully using
this rule on some intuitkve level, the explicit generation of it is
simple.

Only one function is ascribed.to the Implicit Linguistic Knowledge

source. It is a working system containing all the information about the

target language necessary for most spontaneous comprehension and produc-
.:

tion-tasks.,

It is impertant to notice that the distinction between the two

knowledge sources is defined in terns of function rather than content.
Any information may possibly be represented in either source, and
certainly different second language learners will vary greatly as a
function of the nature and extent ofAhe information found in each. A

larger Implicit Linguistic Knowledge source is associated with an ability
for greater fluency; a larger Explicit Linguistic Knowledge source is
associated with extensive knowledge of formal aspects of the language,
but does not necessarily imply an ability to use this information

effectively.

Other Knowledge refers to all other informatiOn the learner brings
to the language taskknowledge of other languages, such as the native

language, information about the culture associated with the target
language, knowledge of the world, and so on. Some of this information,
such as the cultural context associated with particular words or expres-
sions of a target language, cannot strictly be separated from their use.
That is, the meaning of a word is sometimes dependent upon particular
cultural connotations. Whereas the use of the word in appropriate
contexts is implicit, the specific cultural aspects of the meaning and

its occasions for use may be articulated explicitly. Ihis auxiliary

information would be represented in Other Knowledge. in this way,

links are assumed to exist between Other Knowledge and Implicit Linguistic
Knowledge. The di:Ainction between Other Knowledge and the two Lin6uistic
Knowledge sources essentially is that linguistic knowledge contains infor-
mation about the language code while other knowledge contains related, but
not specifically linguistic information.

Output. Output, in the model, refers to the product of language
comprehension or production. The general trminal point for the out-
put is given by the cell for Response, but two specific types of

responses are also identified. All responses can ultimately be classi-
fied according to one of these two types, but the general response cell
is provided for two reasons. First it simplifies the de,ieription by

offering a general name to include both the specialized responses.
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Second, it provides a means for discussing some of the operations which

may occur in either of the response types by indicating where and how

these operations proceed.

The two specialized responses have been ,:alled Type I and Type II,

and the distinction between them is Oaractevized by a differential

time element associated with each. Whereas Type I Responses are spon-

taneous and immediate, Type II Responses are deliberate and occur after

a delay, brief as it may be. Different types of language behaviour and

different degrees of proficiency may be associated with each type of

response. ,Reading, for example, may be more closely associated with

Type II Responses since review of the written material is possible and

there are few time constraints, while speaking, with its demands for

fluency, may force the production of only Type I Aesponses. Since it

is known that language learners can often correct their own errors under

certain conditions, it is.inadequate to assess language responses simply

in terms of their-torrectness. The qualitative differences between Type
I and Type II Responses may help to explain both why'certain errors are
committed and why some tasks which rely primarily on Type I Responses,

such as speaking are difficult.

Responses of either type may be correct or incorrect, and in the

latter case, correction may occur. The dotted line emanating from both

types of Yesponses feeds back into the general Response cell and pro-

vides an opportunity for the response to be modified or corrected.
Once this additional procedure has been applied to the response, it

exits from the general Response cell.and necessarily becomes a Type II

Response, in that a particular amount of time lies passed since itg'

initial execution.

Cliasskairosesses for language learning

The processes which relae the three levels are Input processes,
those relating Input to Knowtedge, and Output processes:those relating

Knowledge to Output. These processes obtain irrespective of any conscious

intervention of the language learner.

The model in Figure V-1 depicts the Input process as feeding into

each of the three knowledge sources, but the nature of the language
exposure will determine the extent to which each of these knowledge

sources are affected. A language classroom in a traditional formal

program for example, would probably accentuate the line frem Language

Exposure to Explicit Linguistic Knowledge. In this setting, formal
rules are taught and the subject of greatest concern is the language

code itself. An immersion class, however, may have its maximum effects

on Implicit Linguistic Knowledge and Other Knowledge. The subject

matter dealt with by the exposure to the target language would increase

the learner'E, knowledge of that subject, such as history, geography, and

so on, information represented in Other Knowledge. The vehicle for this

informaeion is the target language, and this exposure, particularly in
communicative situations, increases the implicit knowledge the learner

has of the language. Communicative exposure is.an important way of
improving proficiency by increasing the learner's experience with forms

84
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and meanings that can become incorporated into his own use of the
language. Since the lesson is not intended to highlight new forms or
meanings, these are implicitly "acquired", and may be used to form
his own responses in the target language. Similarly, immersion experi-
ences in the target culture would likely have their maximum effect on
Implicit Linguistic Knowledge and Other Knowledge.° Only when explicit
rules or word meanings are sought by reference to dictionaries or by
asking native speakers would Explicit Linguistic Knowledge be particu-
larly affected in these immersion conditions.

, The Output process describes the way in which language is used
for comprehension or production. The assumption is that language use
proceeds as a function of Implicit Linguistic KLowledge; language is
not-generally produced in a manner analogous to checking words in a
dictiOnary and rules in a grammar book as w_eld be the case if Explicit.
Linguistic Knowledge were the only source of language response. It is

only under particular circumstances, which shall be described below as
"monitoring", that Explicit Linguistic Knowledge is used for language
coiprehension or production.

Several features_are included in the Output process line. First,

the length of the line corresponds to a time dimension. Languaye
behaviour should change under different time constraints, if only in
that longer time spans allow for greater accuracy. Second, a feedback
loop from both Type I and Type II Responses allows for continual redi-
fication or correction of a response. The only restriction is thet
only one Type I Response may occur; if this has been corrected and fed
back into the Output process line, then all subsequent responses must .

necessarily be Type II. This restriction preserves the status of Type
I Responses as spontaneous.

Strategies for facilitating learning

The language learning strategies have been defined as optional
methods for exploiting available information to increase the proficiency
of second language learning. In this way they are similar to strategies
discussed by Stern (1975), Rubin (1975), and others which refer to the
conscious enterprises in which the language learner engages. In the
present model they operate by bringing relevant knowledge to the language
task that has the effect of improving performance. The use of the
strategies is at the discretion of the individual 1.11guage learner.

Four language learning strategies have been identified. Thk. impli-

cations of these strategies for achievement in second language learning
are discussed at length i.lsewheri (Bialystok, in press).

The first strategy is a general concept of practice which refers to
a language learner's attempts to increase his exposure to the language.
More specifically, however, two kinds of practice are described, and
the distinction is based on a classification postulated by Stern (1974,
1978) in which language may be considered "formal" or "functional'.



Formal language focuses on the language code and refers to thfotmat;on
' the learner has about the properties of that code. :unetioleil language

is the use of the language in communicative situations. In functional
language use, it is the meaning of the message that is of primary con-
cern, rather than the systematic features of the code used to represent
that meaning.

Within this context, two possibilities exist for formal practice.
First, the language learner may increase his explicit knowledge of the
code by availing himself of new information about that code. This is
represented by the line from Lhnguage exposure to Explicit Linguistic
Knowledge. Examples of the use of this strategy would be the language
learner who studies from a grammar.book in order to complement class
lessons or who asks others, such as native speakers, for clarification
or information' about new grammatical rules, morphemes, pronunciations,
and 90 on. Since this is a strategy for increasing competence, only
those things that the learner does optionally and in addition to any
formal training he receives qualify as instances of this type of formal
practice.

The second means of employing formal practice is/to operate on
information already in Explicit Knowledge for the p I pose of automatising

Thit and transferring it to Implicit Knowledge. is y be accomplishea
by the use of language drills and exercises which attbmpt to familiarize
the learner with information he already has learned so that it may he
used easily. The purpose of the language learning enterprise, accofding
to the present model, is to 1,ncrease as much as possible the information
in Implicit Knowledge, since4anguage fluency operates as a function of
this information. The type of formal practice described here addresses
itself to this question by allowing information to move from Explicit
Linguistic Knawledge to the operating store in Implicit Linguistic
Knukledge.

Functional practice refers to increased exposure to the language
for communication. It may comprise going to movies, talking with
native speakers, reading books, activities in Which the meaning of the
language is primary. The model shows functional practice to operate by
means of a line from Language Exposure to Implicit. Linguistic Knowledu.
The language learner samples greater amounts of the language in various
settings (Language Exposure) , but since ra 1e purpose of these enLounters
is communicative and not formal, the effeett; on Explicit Ligui,;; it
Knowledge are minimal.

The relationship shown by functional practising whicn connec.:-;
Language Exposure to Implicit Linguistic Knowledge is similar to the
process postulated by Krashen (1976) called language "acquisition" as

opposed to language "learning". The language is internalized tnieugh
commumcative exposure rather thau through systematic presentation oi
the system. The functional practice strategy in the present model
reflects the extent to which a second Ilnguage learecr will deliber-
ately arrange for such exposure to occur so that languae acquisition
may proceed.

inmo

1
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The last two strategies are monitoring and inter encing. ihebe

strategies are in some ways complementary in that monitoring is essenti-
ally a production strategy while inierencing May.be considered ists

comprehensioei couriterpart. Further, monitoring is characterized moto

as a formal strategy and inferencing is more appropriate for funettonal

language.

The concept of monitoring is similar to mechanisms postulated by

Krashen for "Monitor Theory" (1971b). In his scheme, conscious know-

ledge of the language may be used to examine and modify or correct
linguistic outOut. Similarly, the monitoring strategy operates by
brinFing information.from Explicit Linguistic Knowledge to the language
task for the purpose of examining, .or correcting the response. Since

time is required for this conscious intervention of knowledge; monitor-

ing can only enter the Output process line after a particular delay has
occurred and consequently can have an effect only on Type II Responses.
The monitoring line is shown on the model as connecting Explicit Linguis-
tic Knowledge with the Response.

Monitoring is maximally effective for shaping up the formal aspects
of productive responses, that is, it is primarily a forme production
strategy. It may, however,.be used as well to bring explicit knowledge
of word meanings and structures to a eompreheasion task to improve the
responses (which, for comprehension, is simply understanding the message)
and hence operate as a formal oomprehension strategy. Similarly, moni-

toring may be used by bringing Other Knowledge into the produition task
to assist In the represettation of particular meanings. Thi4 use of.

monitoring actually requirep two steps involving inferencing as well

and will be examined in greater detail below. Essentially, however,

monitoring is a formal strategy i. that it works by4xploiting formal
information about the language which is represented in Explicit Linguis-
tic Knowledge for the purpose of improviig Type II Responses, especially
those concerned with production of the 4anguage.

Inferencing is a strategy wher by .1 language learner may arrive
at particular linguistAc information ch wawprevi..usly unknown. :t

haa been argued by Carton (1971) that,infereneing is an rffeccive way
to increase compiehension of linguistic material. He ou,linub threr

typea of inferencinginter-lingual, intra-lingual, and extra-Ilugual,
each of which describes 4 situation in which sOMU information tb u:,ed
to 3enerate an explicit linguisti hypothesis.ahout a prev1(,uSi y unkuow,
meaning or form in a second language.

4

In the present model, inferencing is reptesehted hy the v.ApLilta-
tion of information from several possible sources to artrvv at :UM!
explicit information about the second language. ;hub the infereuelnl.;

lines in the model take information from one of the sourLeb and tcrmth-
ate in Explicit Linguistic Knowledge where the new incight represewed

Three sources for this information are itfentified in the modei.

The first is the use of Knowledge.. Infeiocing of thls type

would make use of the language learner's knowled6e of the sunject

NIP
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One additional mechanism in the model mby qualify as a strategy
bu!.. shall not be strictly considered as such, That is the possibility
presented after a response to correct that response and return to the

Output process line. This is in some way a representation.of a correc-
tion strategy, but the concept shall not be pnrsued at present.

Applications of the model

The model may bk used to explain both individual variations in
aChievement as well as differences in skill development for second
language learners. Indtvidual differences may' be atiributed t.o the

extent top.which various language learners use the learning etrategies.
If information presented in, formal situations and stored in Explicit
Linguistie Knowledge fg not practised, there is no.benefit to the
Implicit Linguistic Knowledge from which all responses emanate. _More
monitoring would be required if the information has remained in Expli-
cit Linguistic Knowledge, and in the case of communicative tasks; suet'
over-use is not necessarily desirable. Other ability differences
between individuals.may determine.the ease with which these processes
function,- the amount of information the particular-learner is-able to
extract from a given situation, the extent to which the learner may
operate on available information, and so on.

Differences between skill development may be explained by the
'difference in the operations associated with various tasks. Tasks
which permit the possibility of monitoring, such as writing, may be
easier than tasks for which the strategy may not be effectively employed,
such as speaking. Similarly, tasks which require exclusive use of Type
Responses nay be more difficult than tasks which allow for greater

use of Type II.

The model provides a means of describing some processes that may
occur during second language learning. It can be used to establish
an empirical framework in which to test the validity of the relation-
ships postulated in the model. .Further, the model is useful as well
for interprefing exisiting research by determining which aspects of the
model are involved in variois research'apptoaches. In this way, evi-
dente which may have appeared contradictory may be found.to be address-
ing difi-rent questions or dealing with different aspects of the general
model. For example, the relative importance of factors such as apti-.
tude and attitude in second language learning may be found not to be

,

opposing at all but relating instead to different Knowledge Sources or
processes. Second, the model may be 'used to suggest new directions
for research. One such study examining the relationship between
'Explicit.and Implicit Knowledge is reported in the following chapter.

Finally, tentaiive pedagogical implications may be derived from
an examination of the model. Ihe need to teach certain learning strate-
gies and to provide particular kinds of language exposure are suggested
by the model.

.
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Chapter VI

Knowledge Sources in Judgements of Second Language Giammoticaiiie

The proficient use of a language, either native or non-native,
depends on a complex interplay of information that is either explicit,
consulted or intuitively based. Language training programs primarily
seek to enhance ehe former; students are provided with infOrmation
relating to the formalized structure of the language and are to a leseer
extent encouraged to rely on intuition. Yet, it is possible that some
language tasks would benefit signifiCantly from the speaker's intuitione
about the language. The problem for the researcher is to identify those
language tasks which Could be accommodated by an intuitive or an
knowledge of the language and those which require the intervention of a
set of formalized articulated rules.

In.our model of second language learning (Chapter 4), a
theoretical distinction is made between information about the language
which is represented in 'explicit knowledge' on the one hand and 'impli-
cit knowledge' on the other. The assignment of information to either et
these sources depends neither on the content nor on the method of instruc-
tion; information relating to phOnology, syntax,,sementics, and so on
could appear in either and'information learned through a textbOok or
Orough a conversation is similarly unbiased for its representation.
The distinction, rather, depends on the ability of the learner to articu-
late or consciously act upon the governing rule. Those rules which can
be consciouslysentertained by the learner are stored in 'explicit know-
ledge'; those rUles which are honoured without attention to the rule or
even an ability to state it are stored in 'implicit knowledge'. This
distinction is intended to capture the difference between language whicit
is deliberately constructed (explicit knowledge) and that which is auto-
matically produced (implicit knowledge).

If this theoretical distinction between explicit and implicit
linguistic knowledge is valid, then it should be possible to ideettiy
particular types of langUage responsrs or types of la;;guagt tasks that
are differentially reliant on eath ot those suur.e. A deseriptieu
language tasks in terms of these conceptual sources would both vali-
date the theoretical claim for theist- distinction and point as well to
pedagogical implications for formal.language instroctien. A more vrt.-

cise understanding. of.the occasions ier expitelt inteceesties
language production would clarify :ht. role oi iormal Instructf.m
possibly suggest aspectof content tu maximid.e its oviwilt-s.

The description of explic.it ..uguistic knowiedg iu VA: uokit.
allows for extreme variabiliCy betwc'.'n language le.taei. in
the content of that source. Thus, . simple pre$eriptfuu ettnrolt

the information that would be i.n explf,At kauwledgc
learner% Rather, general statements regarding types of language E4:41..,
would more likely capture the difference between thul..v laitgua.gc
which could be solved irom implicit knowledge an4
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to commit intuitipnal errors caused by assigning the task solely to his
implicit knowledge. Hence the hypothesis concerning the amount of de-
tail required by a language task is that those tasks which are based on
greater detail or a. greater amount of information should induce the
learner to supplement his implicit sesponse with information from expli-
cit linguistic knowledge.

Specific linguistic structures may affect as well the general

.-

occasions for the implemelitation of 6fp1ieit linguistic k owledge.
IL ma) be that certain,structural rules are not easily pl ) ced under
implicit control, and their correct use requires c 014 sc00 intervention.
Krashen (1977s)has rioted that grammatical rules may be described as
f easy' or 'hard', and that this distinction may'be reflected as well
in the way in which the rule is assimilated. Eaay rules, he suggests,
may be learned, while hard rules must be acquired. information which
is consciously learned is generally represente4 in our model in expli-
cit linguistic knowledge, and so the use.of these rules may also requiri:
the use of explicit knowledge in the formation of the response.

The final element considered in the present analysis is a differ-
ential time factor associated with different types of language tasks.
A primary distinction between having a conversation and writing a"
letter, for example, is that the conversation places time constraiut
on the learner that are not present when attempting to write a letter.
Whether or not the learner chooses to consult explicit knowledge,
time may prohibit him from doing so in some situations. Similarly,
Krashen (1976) argues that the 'llonitor" in his model can operate
.only when conditions of time permit. Thus the same language task
under difierent response time conditions may be solved through a
different interaction of explicit andUplicit linguistic knowledge. A
greater length of respcnse time may, in fact, encourage cautious learners
to consult explicit knowledge even for cases in which it would not nor-
mally be required to do so. The hypothesis, then, is that a greater
response time will allow language learners to exploit explicit knowledge
for information required by some responses and possibly to increase the
domain_of responses solved by explicit knowledge through an over-reliance
on that source.

iiA tunnery of the abov factors postulated to affect the interaction
between implicit and explicit linguistic knowledge in second language
tasks yields two sets of three factors each. The first set, which may
be called 'learnee-related variables', includes the level of study of
the learner in the target language, the age of the language learner,
and the particular language history uf the learner, especially his com-
petence with other languages. The second set of factors, or the 'task-

-t- related variables', includes the level of detail and/or amount of
Information required by the task, the specific linguistic structures
or aspects of the language being focussed upon, and a situational variant
namely the length of time permitted for the response. The purpose of
the present study was to test the role of all of the above factors in
the invocation of explicit linguistic knowledge on a language task by

f a group of second language learners. The questions addressed by.the
stuiet are follows:

1. Which language tasks require the intervention of explicit

73
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linguistic knowledge for their solution?

2. Which language tasiis may be saved exclusively through
implicit-linguistic knowledge?

3. Are the answers to 1 and 2 different for different types
of language learners?

The task paradigm adopted for the examination of these questions
WAS one in which second language leaxners were required to make gram-
maticality judgements about sentences heard in the target language.
Schachter, Tyson & Diffley.(1916) had found this to be a useful.means
of characterizing thetrlearneei transitional.competence in that the
intuition scores obtained by this method provided an important comple-
ment to the formal performance results of their learners, and they
recommended the inclusion of intuitional data in a variety of research
enterprises. Thus, unlike more traditional formal tests, the grammati-
cality judgeuent task permitted subjects to respond in a more intuitive
and undefined manner. Since the present study aimed to describe the
interaction between the use of intuition and authority for language
learner's performing various tasks, the use of a grammaticality judge-
ment task in which intuitional responses were encouraged, seemed
appropriate.

Method

Subjects

The subjects for the *Study were English native.speakers who were
at three different levels in their study of French as a second language.
The first two groups were high school students who were taking French
as a credit course in school in a 40-minute per day program. Group 1
consisted of 97 Grade 10 students who were in their fourth year of
French study; Group 2, composed of Grade 2 students in their sixth
year of study, had 143 subjects; and Group 3, adults learning French
in an intensive program designed to train civil servants in French
language, consisted of 45 subjects. This last group provides a sanple
of older learners who were generally at a higher level of achievement
than were the Grade 12 students. Thus the factors of age and level
are confounded in this group and so the difference among the three
groups for the present purpose shall be described on the'dimensien of
level of study. .00°

Instrument

The test used in the study waa an adaptation of the Aural Grammar
-i-Test used in our previous research (Bialystok & Fr8hlich, 1978a). Two

, sets of 24 isolated French sentences were composed such that each
sentence was 15 syllables long and controlled for syntactic and seuantic

L.
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cor lexity. Rath sentence was read twice on tape by a native speaker
. of french. Of the total set of sentences, 6 were grammatically correct
- and the remaining 18 were structuted to fill particular classes of

grammatical errors. Six sentences contained some error in the adjective,
six contained an error in the indirect or direct object pronoun, and six
contained an error in the formation of the verb. Within each grammatical
form class, two sentences violated each of three governing rules. Hence
the 18 incorrect sentences may be assigned to one of three form class
categories and one of three rules within each form class. The list of
rules used to construct the incorrect sentences appears in Appendix D
and the two sets of sentences are listed in Appendix E.

The task was to provide information about the sentence to one of
three levels of detail represented in the design by the three experi-
mental conditions. In the first condition, subjects had only to listen
to each sentence and indicate if it was cbrrect or if it contained a
grammatical error. In the second conditi.on, subjects had to determine
as well the part of speech affected by those sentences which they be-

.

lieved to contain an error. In the third condition, subjects were given
the list of 9 grammatical rules used in the test construction and were
asked to identify the exact rule which was violated by each of the
incorrect sentences.

For each of these conditions, subjects heard both sets of sertences
but under two different tise.conditions. For the first set of sentences
subjects were required to respond spontaneously by circling the appro-
prLate answer on their score sheet. The time interval between the
completion of the repetition of one sentence and the onset of the new
sentence was 3 seconds. For the second set of sentences, subjects were
allowed 15 seconds between sentences to consider their response. Earlier
work with this test had,.4lemonstrated that a.15 second interval provided
sufficient time to consider and reformulate responses.. The assignment
of the two sets of sentences to these two time conditions Was counter-
balanced across the three detafl,conditions and across the three levels
of study.

.101-esi,ge and procedures

4
The design of the experiment, presented in Table VI-1, contains

two learner variables and three task variables. The learner variables

are level, comprised of Grade 10, Grade 12, and Civil Service, and
language, indicating that the learner speaks English only, or is fluent
as well in some other language.

Insert Table VI-1 about here

The subjects were assigned to one of three detail conditions, rep-
resenting an increasing amount of information required for the response.
The Response criteria, the second task factor, were different for each
of these three conditions, and the criteria associated with each detail

PP
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condition-are listed in Table V1.-2. 'Finally, all subjects performed
1, the test-in two Time conditions; the Spontaneous and the Delay.

Insert Table VI-2 about here

-1

Subjects were tested in their classrooms in one session lasting
approximately 30 minutes. The sPontaneous condition was presented
first and was followed by the remaining set of sentences for the delay
condition. Al the instructions for the test were on the tape and one
practice extople preceded each testing session and each new Time condi-

, tion. Subjects were encouraged to guess if they were unsure of the

correct.resp.onse.

Results

The design of the experiment permits the data to be analysed in.
.terms of both a primary distinction between the identification of items
that were grammatically correct or incorrect, and consideration of the
incorrect items in terms of the three features grammaticality,,form
class andifule. The results will be presented first for the effects of
the taskAelated factors detail, time and response; the subsequent sec-
tionsetiJill examine each.detall cOndirion separately and consider as well

.the effects of the learner-related factors level and language.

Overview of task-related factors

An examination of ihe assessment of grammaticality, that is, the
distinction between correct and incorrectsentences, places a bias in
favour of incorrect items for the more detailed condi,ions. In these

conditionst-that is, 2 and 3, any indication of error fulfills the
- grammaticality criterion. Correct sentences, however, are constant

in both number and response reciuired throughout the conditions hence
more informative comparisons can be made for these items than for the

.incorrect sentence.

The,data for the proportion ef sentences atcurately identified as
correct or incorrect is presented for all conditions 0 Table V1-3.

Thus a response in Condition 2 Which erroneously judges an adjective
error as a Verb error,,for, example, is considered accurate for this

apalysis in that some error was identified.

For all three measures, there is a signiiicant difference between

condition l and the other WO conditions.

Insert Table YI-3 about here
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For correct.judgements, condition 1 is easier than the two detailed
, conditions, (F(2;314) 62.69, p ( .001). The proliferation of accept-
' able options for conditions 2 and 3 appears to' make these conditions
easier for incorrect items, the stable and more stringent response
required for correct items indicates more azeurately the relative dif-
ficulty of-these conditions.

The effect of the two time conditions interacts with the sentence
grammaticality,,or response. For the correct items there is a slight
advantage in the spontaneous time condition (F(1,314) a 4.58, p< -05);
for the incorrect items the tacilitation is in the delay time condition
(F(1,314) 85.20, p 4:.001). These differences will be eiplored in
greaterddetail for the separate conditions and items.

The global judgements of sentence grammaticality may be examined
in terms of the form class error responsible in each sentence. Thus
while the criterion is still the indi,.lation of some error in the incor-
rect sentences, the scores can be calculated separately for the sentences
in each form class. These scores are presented in Table VI-4. Tabula-
ting the data in this way elucidates two important interactions: detail

InSert Table VI-4 about here

condition by form class (F(6,942) 81.68, p <.001) and form class by
.time (F(3,942) 9.69, p < .001).

The differential effect of form class in the three detail conditions
distinguishes'the correct sentences from the three types of error. In
condition 1, the correct sentences are identified more easily than any
of those ...alth errors; for conditions 2 and 3 the reverse occurs. This

. is a more detailed reiteration of the effect reported tn Table VI-3.

The time condition affects performance for only two types of items:
correct sentences were identified better in the spontaneous condition
(Newman-Keuls: p< .05) and adjective errord benefited in the delay
condition (Newman-Keuls: p < .01). The judgement that pronoun-and verb
sentences contained signe error watt not affected by the delay.

There was no overall difference found in subjects' ability to iden-
tify incorrect sentencee as a function of the form class involved in the
error.

Condition 1: Grammaticality

The-scores for subjects in condition I are presented in Table-VI-5.
TO make all scores out of 18, the scores.for the identification of cor-
rect sentences was multiplipliaby 3 as there'were 6 correct sentences but
18,incorrect ones.
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Insert Table VI-5 about here

The time factor was not significant for this condition; subjects
performed comparably in both the spontaneous and delay situations.

The response factor, given in condition 1 as the difference between
correct and incorrect sentences, was significant (F(1,84) 46.97, p < .001).
It was easier for subje6t to identify the correct sentences than to iden-
tify the incorrect ones.

Neither of the learnei-related factors, level or language, affected
the performance in this condition.

Condition 2: Form clasto

The criterion for responding in condition 2 was an indication of the
form class involved in the incorrect sentences. The scores for subjects
in this condition according to the three form class types and correct'
sentences are.presented in Table VI-6.

Tnsert Table VI-6, about here
/'ammol....s.ramO.01.0=1.....=11=1.1.P

The eftfect of response is not significant; there is no general dif-
ference in Ihe ability to answer any of the four types of items. The
effect of time is significant: Performance is better in the delay con-
dition than in the spontaneous (F(1,91) 18.75, p<.001).

The interaction t?etween timp and response is significant (F(3,273)
is 8.58, p < .001) and is more revealing than are the main effects. The
delay facilitated the identification and assignment to form class of
each of the incorrect iteus (Newman-Keuls: p <.01) but there was no
difference between the time conditions for the correct items.

While the learner-related factor of language had no effect, level
was significant,in the analysis (F(2,91) 17,94, p< .001). The Civil
Service subjecto scored beteer than did the Grade 10 students (Newman-
Keuls: p <*.05) and they in turn performed bette than did the Grade
12 students (Newman-Keuls: p < .01).

Condition 3: Rule

The :responses in condition. 3 indicated the rule that was violated
for each of the incorrect sentences. The scores in :Table VI-7 have'been
aggiregated by summing the score out of 2 for each rule within a form
class and producing a total out of 6 for the fiorm class.
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Insert Table VI-7 about here

The differences among the 10 response types are significani

(F(9,828) 19.67, p .001), and three groups of responses based

on relative difficulty can be identified,: Easy (Adjective 3), Middle

(Correct, Adjective 1, Pronoun 2, Verb 2), and Hard (Adjective 2,

Pronoun 1, Pronoun 3, Verb 1, Verb 3). The general result is that

the rules which refer to specific lexical items are easier than

the rules which are more abstract. Thus, the easiest rule is that

which applies only to the adjectives 'bon(ae)' aad 'grand(e)'; the
moderately difficult ones apply to a larger domaid of specifiable
items, such gs colour adjectives or object pronouns; the most difficult
rules are gederal directives for agreement or tense formation.

While the overall effect of time was not significant for this
condition, there was an interaction between time and response (F(9,828)
3.07, piC .01). Some of the response items more greatly benefited from
the delay condition than did others.

In this demanding condition of detail, both learner-related variables
coatributed to performance. The effect of level was significant (F(2,92)
20.39, p 4; .001), the difference between each level contributing to the
effect. The lowest scores were obtained by the Grade 12 students, the
next by the Grade 10 students, and.the.highest by the Civil Servants.
This is thp same order of proficiency found in condition 2 even though
the subjects in both conditions were different. Thus this finding
constitutes a genuine replication of the level effect.

The effect of language gave a significant advantage to those sub-
jects who had fluent command of some language other.than English (F(1,92
3.72, p ',The mean scores for each level and language cell are
reported in Table VI-8.

Insert Table VI-8 about here

=1lit

Discussion and I lications

The discussion shall attempt to support the following three argu-.
ments: first, that there is an initial judgement of* graimaticaliti
that is based on implicit knowledge; second, the formal explicit infor-
mation differentially affects sentences which ak'e gramnatical and those
Which are-not; and third, that learner-related variables such as level
of study and language background have their greatest, if not sole,
effect on tasks which are most difficult, that is, those which maximally
access explicit knowledge.
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The evidence for.these arguments is based primarily on the inz..er-
actions obtained in the analyses of variance. The assumption is that
a significant improvement in the delay condition'occurs when the learner
consults explicit knowledge during the delay to retrieve necessary in-
formation. Identical performance in both spontaneous and delay conditions
implies that explicit knowledge is not consulted during the delay and
the intuitive response is always used.

The first postulation is that there is an intuitive judgement of
overall grammaticality made prior to the analysis of the error which
may be present. Conseiluently, correct sehtences would not interact
with the time condition because the iaitial judgement of grammaticality
is sufficient for the responsig. This was found to be the case for all
conditions; there was even an advantage for correct s'Antences in the
spontaneous condition for the data reported in Table-XI-4. Once a
sentence is judged as incorrect, however, the more detailed information
about the error involves the use of explicit knowledge. Thus, the
judgements in condition 1 for incorrect sentences end at this intuitive
stsge and hence should also be unaffected by the time condition. This,
too,.was found to be the case (Table VI-50. Similarly, the responses
in conditions 2 and 3 which indicate that the ungrammatical_senten-ai
contain an error:even though the wrong form-claas-thace was made,
should similarly be unaffected .b.y_xlerrItiTiondition. The subjects
should at least qelect_seme-in-correct cat .ry. This finding was
reported in TaSie VI-4 for the proioun andi .-rb sentences; the selection

/ of sate error category for these* sentences was the satimin both the
spontaneous and delay conditions. It is only When the exact infotmation
was scored as the criterion that the delay condition produced better
'results (Tables VI-6 and VI-7). Further, the delay conditioa produced
an ordering of difficulty for these decisions: adjective errors were
easiest and verb errors most difficult to Classify. Thus we conclude
that grammaticality decisions are made initially on an intuitive basis
that may or may not be suppottable by the subjects' lboWledge of the
reason for the decision or the nature of the error.' The role of detail
in the present study is that judgements about levels of detail beyond
global grammaticality require the intervention of explicit linguistic
knowledge and thereby benefit from a.greater resift:Ise time.

The second conclusigpleom the study is in,some ways a corollary
of the first. Becuase ot the process of judgiag.grammaticality pottu-
hated in the above argument, there is a qualitative difference between
judgements of sentences which are correct and those which are incorrect.
Since detailed information about errotra must rely on information in
explicit knowledge, intuitive judgemthlts of grammaticality are reliable
only for sentences which are correct. The evidence for this in Like
study was that judgewnts of correct sententes were comparable for both
time conditions, and sometimes even better .for spontaneous, while accur-
ate incorrect judgements'required time Thus formal explicit information
is not retrieved in the judgetent of correct sentences and as such it may
be said,that language-learners have an intuitive sense of lgrammaticakitY #

Suth a construct may be essential to any use of the language; it permits
language learners to receive language input without constant analysis of-
its grammaticality. Ungrammatical sentences would presumably be identi-
fied at this intuitive level and only then would they need to undergo
explicit grammatical analysis to determine the nature of the pemblem.

t
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The learner-related variables discriminated learners only for the

more difficult tasks. The effect of level demonstrated fez. conditions
2 and 3 was not clear, however, since the lowest scores were obtained
by the Grade 12 class which was judged to be the intermediate level of
proficiency in the study. Perhaps something in the curriculum at this
level may be responsible for the effect. Possibly.Grade 12 students

were over-confident of their intuitive judgements and did noCmake
adequate use of explicit knowledge. The evidence for this ,7Jonjecture

is that Grade 12 students generally showed the least improvement in the
delay conditions.

The language effect was more consistent; fluent command of avother
language was advantageous to performance but only in conditien 3. It

may be that such knowledge is useful only for very challenging tasks.
Since cenditions) was'the one most reltant 'on explicit knowledge,-it
may also be the case that this variable has its greatest impart on
formal or explicit knowledge.and o directly benefited the learners'

in_this condititni: It would be iteresttng to compare these results
to those one might obtain in a s milarly formal task but measuring
learner variables in terms of more implicit knowledge or, usirg the
same learner variablei tstik1g a more conversational aspect of language
For example, if the measure w re length of stay in the communitif in
which the target language wag spoken..the learners who have had greater
exposure to the language enjoy an implicit ez intuitive advantage
which would facilitate per ormance tasks measuring communicative ability.

Four specific recommendations for further research in this area
follow from the results of this 3tu40. First, the extent to )which the
results obtained are a function of the type of task used must be deter-
mined. The selection of the grammaticality judgement task was motivated
by the perceived flexibility of the task in allowing both formal and
informal types of reenonses. The interactions between explicit and
implicit knowlede served should be oetpared for tasks which are more
deliberately conei.ucted to test one of these sources of knowledge, such
as discrete point achievement tests ard conversations with native speakers.

Second, the gaheral effect of rules found in the present study
indicated a difficulty component which was related to the locus of
control of the rule. Thus, rules pertaining to single"lexical items
were easiest and those to general sentential structures were most dif-
ficult. This finding needs to be explored in greater detail so that,
questions such as the following may 'be *considered: Is explicit know-
ledge required only for rules of broader focus? Axe lexical rules
stored in implicit knowledge? This focus variable should he counter-
balanced with form_class in a design that permits the simultaneous
examination-of both form class and domain of control.

, the effect of level of study found in the data was surprising.
Typically one would expect a higher level of study to be associated with
greater achievement. The decrease in performance exhibited by the Grade
12 subjectg in both conditions 2 and 3 needs to be examined in terms ot
aspects of their program of study, aspects of. their own experience with
the language1 and perhaps attitudes towards the language and the testing
situation. The.pioblem seems to be related to an irmufficient use uf
explicit knowledge, and the reasons for that avoidance need to be
identified.

Alb
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Finally, proficiency with an4ther language 11,yretited :,ut.jects onAy

in,condition,3 in iAtiql the most explicit knowledge required. TItc

strategy of relying on Such, itiformition, however, waz; clearly advanta-

geoil to those who employed ii..-Several quesrrions follow from this
finding: Is it pdssible E0 exploit such knowledge in rore intuitive
tasks? Does the benefit of other Ian, uages accrue only for formal

fasIT with sufflei.ent respUnse times. -Can learners be encour-
aged or trained to use their Anowledge of other languages u; increase
itsbenefit to the Iss detailed tasks?

The Primary pedagogica1 contribution of the stily is in the illnti- .
fication kf the role of explicit formal, .information in at et one type /

of language task. It is clear,that such information is not always neces- ..

sary., as in the intuitive judgement of grammati:ality, foot is tt always
r'-

useluis in the identifica,Aon of very specific-lexicel rules' _Where
explicit knowledge is required, however, time 41 neeewsacy flir the learner
to retrieve the relevant information and incorporate it ipeO his. response.
Some factors which affect his ability to do so are hia.----revel cflscildy and ,

knowledge of other languageS. The implication,forntfuage traitin4.4s .

that the learnees-intuitions-must be developed.-and encouragea
efficient strategies for consulting txplieit_knowledge wherk.Utet-Qs6dCV

.

MUst be trained. Concentration. on only the formal aspects of 3angnage
4n4 rule formation not e.11y precludes important aspectr.ar. the )31guage
but ignores as well the use of fhe learner+, great inftricve res9urue. Fr

0
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Table VI-1

Experimental design and number of subjects per group

Detail Condition-

Cevel Language 1 3 Total

Grade 10
English 26 33 32

124 N,
Pther 11 14 8

Grade 12
English 34 43 37

145
Other - 12 1

i
12 _.

Civil
Service

English 12 9 .14

48
'Other

Total 98 113 106 317

Table V1-2

Response criteria for each detail condition

Sentence Structure

Detail
Condition

C

Correct Incorrect

,

2

3

C

C

C

Adjective Pronoun Verb

1 2 3 1 2

I I I I I I 1

A A A P p p . V V

Al A2 A3 P1 P2 P3 VI V2 V3

bp.

ft



Time

1

Table VI-3

Judgements of sentence grammaticality across conditions
(Scores are proportion of accurate judgements)

72.

Detail 1 2 3 Mean

Response Correct Incorrect *Correct Incorrect Correct Incorrect

Spontaneous

Delay

.68

.61

.47

.50

.38 1

.36

.65

.71

.29

.30

.68

.71

.53

.53

Mean .64 .48 .37 .69 .30 .69

.rr
1 _
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r
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Table V1-4

Judgetrients of semence graumaticality according to form claws across conditions
(Scores are out of 6)

I.

.1Fprm class Corz. tot. VeLi,

Spontaneous
:13 s.d.

lc

Delay

-
x

s.d.

Cc:rt. Adj. Pron. I Vcri. ;

4-..trr 1 3.Ub t 2.24 3.?,., 1 4.05

1.21 i 133 i 1.:11b 1,21 1.36

4

2.64
t

i 3.13 1 :..13 i 35
1.26 ; 1.3C 1 1.35 i 1.33

1

... ..

t..02. 1. 76 3.coi It

1.31 1.5I 1. 4 4 1.

Neon

3

r " ION!'

..1

4.1(4 1.62 .-..

I.40 1.67
I*

4.oe
3.3is

1.6C)

4

1.3fA 1,4? 1.55

7 (;.,1

1
. .
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Table VT-5

- Condition 1: Mean scores for response, time and level out of 18

IN

411.

\..:....,......Level Grade 10 (NR.29)

,

Grade 12 (N.-46) Civp. .Servite (N.P.1.5) 341n

Response Correct Incorrett Correct Incorrect ` Correct Incorrect

.

10. 43 ,

;
Spont aneous ,

. .
lie.d.

11.72

3.54

9.41

2.18

13.40

3.46

7. 90.

\
1.73

11.38

1 4.22

8.79

3.25

7
Delay

s . d .

11 961
3.86

`.0. 08

3. 00

10 .35

3. 56

8.01
.1

2 406

42.75

. 3.00

9 .15

2.67
10. 38

.

,......-

Meal _ . 11.84 9.1. -11.88 .96 12.07 8.97

97r
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Table VI-6

Condition 2: Mean scores for 'response, time and level out of 6

Level Grade 10 (N..34) Grade 12 (N-49) tivAl Seriice (N..14) Mean

Resporse
Co . Adj. Pron. Verb Corr. Adj. Pron. Verb Corr. Adj. Prom Verb.i
.37 1.90 2.11 1.83 1.89 1.75 1.57.. 1.44 3.57 2.00 2,57 3.36

Spontaneous 2.20

s. . 1.24 1.22 1.50 1.40 1.16 1.20 1.01 .0.98 0.98 1.52 1.38 1.39

2.28 2.59 267 2.27 1.58 2.46 1.72 1.54 3.36 3.93 3.36 3.71

Delay 2.63
\ s.d. 1.54 1.43 1.43 1.58 1.17 1.06 1.28 0.87 1.11 1.62 1.44 1.35

.

Mean 2.33 2.25 2.39 2.05 1.73 2.11 1.65 1.49 3.46 2.97 2.97 3.54

,

89
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Table V1-7

Condition 3: Mean scores for response, time and.level out of 6
(Form class scores are the stwa for the three rules)

. Level Grade 10 (N034) , Gr.sde 12 (14..40)

agripone COrr. Adj. Pron.

Civil Servite (10.16) Hean

Verb Corr.

1.96 1.75

Spontaneous

Delay

Me,tn

9 1

1.28 1.44 1.18

2.01 1.26 1.60

1.72 1 .58 .94 1.19

3.27 2. 35.

1. 31 0.

0.96 0.64 3.58

1. 76

.0(.1 2.02 1.46 1.11 1.20

3./4 2.27

2.0a 2.Z

1.45

2.94

1.90

11.1 -,-

-

1

3.05 '.35
I.



Table V1-8

Condition 3: Efeictts of level and languagu un petit/mance
'(Scores out of 2)

4

Level Grade 10 1 rade 12 Civil Service Mt.an

Mean 0.61 0.32 0.81

11.

77.
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Appendix A

I DISCOURSE FUNCTIONS

83.

Coding

Hove Type Discourse Function Symbol Description

I. Initiate.
1.1 informative in provides new information

about or directs atten-
tion to the topic of die

discourse.

1.2 administrative directive di sets the stage for verbal

or non-verbal behaviours
which are to follow.

1.3 disciplinary directiv.6 dd directs attention to class-

room comportment.

1.4 social formality soc refers to social formulae
such as greetings,
leavetaking.

II. Solicit
11.1. special%ilifermation sp requests a specific or

exp'ected response. The
respondent has no freedom
of choice in the required

response.

11.2 general information gen

11.3 modelling mo

11.4 reading .rd

11.5 clue cu

11.6 clarify- el

requests an opinion, ark

idea or an unexpected
response. The' reffondent

has some freedom of choice

in his response.'

provides a linguistic
model to be taitated.

reading alotAi.

praides a grammar clue
or a cross-lingual clue

to assist respondent in
formulating a response.

rephrases original
requept to assist res-

, pondent in formulating a

response.

11.7 verify ve requetas confirmation
that a previous state-
ment has been heard or
understood correctly.

TT R tiAnarinto tr reTwoate trnimalftriew.



84,

0.0.1r

Move Type Discourse Function
Coding
Symbol DescrA ion

LIz ,Respond
III.lircomplete response

111.2 incomplete

provides 'tete or

acceptabln .ponse in

which the r iwal infor-
mation requi.d by the
solicit is present.

/r does not provide the
minimal required
information.

111.3 repetition re repeats previous
utterance.

IV. React IV.1 accept ac confirms that the res-
ponne has been heard
and that it is approp=
riate. A non-evaluative,

neUiral reaction.

IV.2 reject rj identifies the reply as
inappropriate and unac-

ceptable. Neutral and

non-evaluative.

IV.3- positive evaluation +1 presents a positive
estimation of a previous

response.

IV.4 negative evaluation -1 presents a negative
estimation of a previous

response.

IV.5 explicit correction Cl provides the correct
form following an incor-
rect rer onse.

IV.6 implicit correction C2 indicates an incorrect
response by.placing
emphasis on th6 incorrect
item or by otherwise
localizing the error:

IV 7 comment co provides additional.

information by ex-
panding or'elsborating
on a response.

IV.8 noise.

1V.9 laughter Aral) ha
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1.1

Append.: x B

Transcript of Grade 6 Core

Lesson Segment

T I Bonjour claase

CA Bonjour Madame

T 3 Bonlour. lAujourd'hui c'est quel Jour?
2.1.1 West quel Jour?

S (C'est mercredi.5

T Qui./7Nommez les sept.: jours ...Danny

2.1.2

S Lundi, mardi, mercredi, jeudi, vendredi, samedi, dimanche.

T 9Traa bien. nommez les anq izioia. Qui?

S #Septembre, octobre, novembre, decembre 9 j envie r.

T aOui. Aujourd'hui c'est janvier? Oui ou von? C' est janvier?

S °Non, ce West pas janvier.
op

T trOui, /lc est fevrier. f R4Stez

2.1.3 C afe

T 4.16. (Bb) Comme ca.
,

CP'f6

T "It f6vr.ler

C42f6vrier

T 3 fvrier

Cfevrier/
2.1.4 T aCatherine?

S*fvrier
attTot:lug Jason

$ 4,fivrier
3,

OPCuil(points to student)

'Oft%

86.
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87.

S 3 feIvrier

.1

I T.' (points)

3 0
S fevrier

T36.uh huh./ et la classe.

0.

C fevrier.

T311Clest qitelmois aujourd'hui? C'est janvier?

$ a9Non, c'est fevrier.

Tel`Tras bien./Nommez les six mois. Oui. Simon?

S'O'septeMbre, octobre, novembre, dficembre, janvier, fevri... er.

440 -T 43Non, pas exactement.., fe

gi 0
S fevrier

Tg4Oui.../;2MOn

tif
S fevrier

T"Tr4s bien.i/F6vrier. Classe.

$7 0
C fevrier

S3
4120ui./C'est quelle.annee?

2.1.5 011E01x neuf cent soixante dix-huit.

S6
Alors quelle est la date complete?

Quel e est la date? Oui.

07C'est mercredi, le guinea f6vrier, dix neuf cent soixante dix-huit.

to
S sT Y
Tres bien, Bennx., Ah, regardea ici. /Hier c'gtait quelle feté?-

2.2.1 Comment s'appelle le fete? C'6tait Noil?

A
S 41 Shaljheads "non"

/

T Non. /Qu'esi-ce que c'est... Wayne?

S 46/Sang... Saint Valentin

4f
T Tres bien. Saint Valentin. (picture of heart)
aQu'est-ce que c'est? Oui.

i-
; # Sault coeur.

T4SC'est un coeur.

S41C'est un coeur. 103



NO

Tl'Oui. /Et s a? (picture)

512C'est un cupidon.

TArras bien./Et ici, qu'est-ce que c'est? Ca. Oui.J

S Vest un coeur.

TgOui. /Et fa. Qu'est-ce que c'est (same picture). Vous souvenez?
Oui.

SI/Vest un courts.

T Vest un souris.

SikC'est %Id souris.
12

a 'Oui.f La classe. West un souris.

Ce1C'est un souris.

TNEt qu'est-ce qu'il fait le petit souris? Qu'est-ce qu'il fait?
II mange?

S Shak.e heads 'non'.

Tu"Non. i,-/S1Qu'est-ce qu'il fait? Oui.

SWU embrasse.

T 11 /embrasse. Oui. embrasse l'autre petit souris.
2.3.1 ,coQuel temps fait-il? Oui. (picture)

011 fait beau.

TISOui./Qt1 temps fait-11? (picture) Danny.

S 94-11 fait du vent.

TW'Quel temps fait-il? (picture) Katherine.

s"?
;19

T/VOui. /Jason Xpicture)

S
0°11 fait froid.

TtolOu4. /Cindy. (picture)

S '11 ple4.

to;

Tw4Uh huh., Graham (picture)...Oui.
104

88.



S '11 fait du soleil.

T
(01 / tag

Tr /es hien. Graham...

SW111 fait du
tro , ito

T. Oui. Vest la. /Et maintenant. regardez. /Quel temps fait-il?
(picture) Ii fait chaud.

C U. fait chaud.

efiQuel temps fait-il?
--ror
S 11 fait chaud.

/tploints)

Si 611 fat chaud.

T
it?Quel temps fait-il?

SI 11 fait chaud.
12.2.

Oui. I Et 1,94 1a l'image. (picture)
gegardez. fait (whistles)...il fait chaud .

eiNQue1 temps fait-il Jason?

Sahl fait chaud.
,

Tatizi. /421 temps...?

SodII fait .chaud.

taws fait-il en septenbre?
2.3.3 Quel temps fait-il en septeubre?

1St
S Il fait froid.

septenbre?
Is)

t." ft3V
T Quelque fois ouivfmais d'habitude quel temps fait-il? Oui.

S ll fait chaud.
.37 ; 13Y

T Oui. /Quel tempt, fait-il en d'icembre? Blair.
aN

s page .

Tnon, (light laughte r)
.011 Quel temps fai t-il ? Oui .

AA
$ 11 ntige.

l Os

89.
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T "an neine. Oui (Bb).
;Oft quel temps fait-ii en fi'vrier? Robert.

V411 fait froid.
pet t All

T Oui. Et aujourd'hui, quel temps fait-il?
Don.

S Uho IA fait froid.
ts'D

Ti`ect;ui...possible. Une autre?

S fait du soleil.
/

T Ouio: et une. autre? Danny.

-
S Il fait beau.

T 0.ui.

1 0

90.
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Appendix B

Activity2 .Thee and roicDivisionsfor

Grade 6 Care Lesson Segment

I. . OPENING REMARKS

1.1 Social Formalities

2 -REVIEW OF VOCABULARY AND IDIOMATIC EXPRESSIONS

2.1 Calendar bate

2.1.1 Days of the week

.2 McIxths of the year

.3 Pronunciation drill of new item: 'fernier'

.4 Recapitulation of 2.1.2 and 2.1.3

.5 Today's complete date

2.2 .Holiday Vocabulary

2.2.1 Valentine Day picture descriptions

2.3 Weather Idioms

2.3.1 Review of idioms with picture cues

.2 Introduction of new item: 'il fait chaud'

.3 General questioning

107

91.

lbw
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Appendix B

t of Grac......is_nmersion

Lesson Segment

T Comment s'est passe la representation bier soir?

S zBon

C s(noisy comments)^.

T 14 Sherry,' Sherry, laisse parler Mike./
SIX y avait autant de monde bier soir qu'il y avait mardi soir?

4 (noise)-4-***
?Sherry, fa fait la troisieme fois que je te dis
X (noise) .4/

1.2 Tff.Un incident comme ils sont produits un peu trop souvent. Les grands
vous Otes les grands maintenant - vous courez dans les couloirs, ssh./

loJazie, tu me laisse parleritivous- eourez dans les couloirs, vous courez
dans les escaliers, vous bousculez les petits. Et cleat -ce-que vient_
de faire Andre avec cette petite de la clime du fond ll-bas. Eta p,

midi Yid. quelqu'un qui %dent se plaindre que tu nne. des coups
A chaque Lois qu'on sort 1 midi"efflfT chaque.., is qu'on sort

&arrive pas qu'avec fa. Avant les classes, avant le lunchi jusqu au

moment de sortir pour, a midi, Jeff comae d'habitude a trouve.moyen
de donner des coups de punch et ce n'est _pas la premiere fois Jeff.

de punch, et .pa commence a bien fair9. Bon - c'est un chose
14 maintenant on passe au travail.

Boyd.

92.

*P.

law

01111111,

Fr1.3 S out

11. hier soir comment sa c'est passe?
0-/

s ol

Tat'est-a-dire les spectateurs riagissaient plus, ils applaudissaient,

plus fort."

SIl n'y avait pas beaucoup de personnes.

T4Ah oui ii y avait plus de personnes qu'hier soir

Si1 y stvait beaucoup plus d'enfants et les enfants

TA'", Est-ce qu'il y a, il y. avait plus d'enfants - Andre - ii y avait

beaucoup d'enfants qui connaissent 4,ja ltoperette?

S beaucoup -de petits enfants ont ete "

fCe soir - ce soir c'est plus tat eh?

SOui. :7 h. 15
(noisy answers)



06Est-ce que.tu viens?

TOCe 'Bois., non. I.Ce soir je surveille les indiens encore uns fois
mapeureusement. Je surveille encoye les indiens. J'irai voir
l'operetze le 28.

1.4 T1
I
Bon. Rapidement maintenant je yobs redistribue les cahiers

1
d'expression ecrite. Nous corrigeons un texte ensemble, nous le
recopions tette fois, d'accord. Hier nous avons fait tras rapide-
ment ce_travail. avant de sortir hier soir.. On fait la ante those -/ t-

Jr4Wlitssa, Ted, Ted e chose sur laquelle je veux insister.1.5

1.6

MWAratasrat'vous v remarqug qu'il y a deux-dames qui essaient
' d'enregistrer' qui va se passer dams la classe. faut quo

elles puissent eatendre correctement l'enreiistrement. faut pas
que vous parlicic toup easemble, que vous remniez voa grosses
chaussures comma vous avez l'habitude de le faire. Far consequent,
quand,vous allez parlor vous levez le doigt - vous ne cries pas
'Monsieur'

SL(noise)

011on maintenant faut se decider a ravailler.al=1M.
S jljqJ

it .

TirVous parlez de pli avec M. a savoir exactement/
*Bon. DepeChes-toi Shorty s'il te plat./ - i
aBon j'attends.qu'on se depeche un peu. Karina, deachons-nous up peu./
aqui ,est-ce qui n'a pas son cahier? /

..11(moiiehmestions and'anewers with individual-students)
IsJe ne eels pas 04 il est Karine. Tu as bien regarde dans ton elle?

S4iA6.1
-

-1.7 TimBon. Vous posezlps stylos, Vous 6coutez, je vous lis le texte,
premiare phrase "Wile tu n'as pas beboin de ton seylo
maintenant..tu ip besoin d'icouter.
AndrS -/

'01.10 relid tout le texte, du debut, ce qu'on avait copie et la suite du
texte a ete'ecrit par rho /

21 gell'gtait huit heureb du soir. Un"blizzard terrible soufflait sur
la Ville. 14 rue fitait presque deserte et la' chaussee etait couverte
de glac un poteau, un vieux monsieur tenait un sac 4 proviiions

brae libre 11 attendait pour. traverser la rue. poudain,
est passe au vert. -Le feu est passe au vert quand Le vieux

elache le pote4u, 'Il a commence marcher (wand une auto
as 'arrAter est passe. 11 a perdu son galuilibre

rte de glace et son sac a provisions est all4
l'auto en .lein dans le .are-brise." /

2.2 %Veil poug le-reste e l'histoire. Elle a terming en faisant la
phrase.!Vas mal. / n vs pouvoir ameliorer ye. Quelques fautes
d'orthographe - on va essayer de corriger directement. Anne?

dans s
le fe
nonsie
*qui ne po
sur,la chaussge aka
dans l'air et a fra

est-ce qu'il fau

TOla partie qu'on avait copiee lau tableau avant?

eft, no aiic gn 't', le fe0 Atalt vert, tu ajoutaisya, au tableau
- ,* .109

%a

-
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t
,

1. ,. la
T i Oest tres bien.drJe

2.3 !. meat soit utile, on evite
r'
----.--,txAin d'en faire. -

Tu.n'ab pas touche a ton

.r6pate, James, que pour que l'enregistre-
de faire des bruits par - comme tu es en

cahier.

94.

2.4 TP/Oui, Anne. Annesa absolument raisondladr4a a rep4t44 la derniv:e
phra'se.qui\ keit copiedrau tableau, c'est "soudain le feu est pa:mil
au vert" et Andrfia a continue en disant "le feu est passe au vert
quand le vieux monsieur.a 1SChfi le poteau il a colmwgice7/011, c'est-

. .

pas -
,

. .

016h - aussitat qu'il 4 l A)itchi; e poteau

TCYOui c'est ga,/st on peut ntinuer directement, on ne-repate pa,de
cette fiagon. /gan, j recommenee. Je relis de touts fagon la premilre

2.3 . phrase. On va essayer d'abord de corriger celle-ci.

't
"'Soudein le feu' 4 on ,va copier ga. C'est la dernare phrwae qui,

la ,

eLait copies au iableau. Tu veux copier cette phrase pour
./

commencer, tu commencesvers la gauche 'Soudain le feu est passe au
vert'.

Commence ^0
Vois pouvez tous copier cette phrase-12.
Prenez uae page nouvelle,-vous mettez la date, et vous copiez cette
phrase. .

'Un stylo pour Mike? -

(Ss copy text) do'
1

' 2.6.1 OBon, maintenant 4 partir de la nous continuons. Levez le
5"Le feu est passe au vert quand le vieux monsieur a ache

il a commence3 marcher quand une auto qui ne pOuvait'pas
est passee'. /IA c'est une phras ./'
Donna?

S- nespoteau on met un point. .

doigt.'
le,poteau:
s'arrStep

Tilmet un point apras 'poteau'. ":11.e.ieu est pass; aU vert quand le
vieux mbnaieur lachg le poteau."/

- 4
giOn laisse cette Ohrase-li. IL faut commencer a partir d'ici./

S/6aussitat qu'il a 1Schg le poteau
4-

T,PaussitOtt oyi
'7,l'aussitet a/lSch4 lm poteau,le vieux monsieur a comnence

mardbee Pires Wen. /3% Fefis 0.une fois:
1S'aussit6t... a marcher' -rSon, on 'va mettre 9a.

vous attende; qu'a le copier.

Oul, vu-y. Faites un accent. Faites-le pour de I;on.

voJ1L Stw(eMS t cry)
. Al'AuisitSt qu'il a lachfi le poteau' - et quol ens ? - 'le %deux

monsieur a commence a marchei'.

IS
2.6.3 S lesvieillard?

110



TgPSon, d'accord. At'a est -cd qui vientew /

ft'le vieillard'. d'accord.
00n vi remplacer 'le vieux monsieur' par 'le vieillard'.
ireAussitdt qu'il a 11che le.poteau, le vieillard' - tu vas avoir de

la chance - 'le vieillard a commence a marcher'

sc
S

, Qui peut prater un stylo 1 Karine?

T Neil?

s ftv
TriOui4je-sais. mais peut-atre que tu ibauxce forcer quand mimey/

.6Qu'int-ce que tu n'arrivespas a lire?

SipSou4ain le feu est passe au vert, aussiat

qu'il a Ache le poteau le vieillard a.commence A marcher.

2.7

(spelling)

T. deux I l . quelle'questioi-- aussiat - est-Ice quee.. deux 's'.

Oloh, c'est deux s .

ir(noise)4/

T9'llon, a partir de la prodhaine phrasellid, tu vas t'appliquer, d'accord.

On 6vite la conversation in.utile. /Neil? - Andre tu as sapie sAa

SIVOui.

iilTres bien.

r

4.

Or.
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Appendix B

Activity. Thme and Topic Divisions for,

1

Grade 6 Immersion Lesson Segment.

1 OPENING REMARKS I.

1.1 Discussion of.Schdol Operetta

1.2 Disciplinary icecture

1.3 Return to Discussion-of 1.1

1.4 loAdministration 'of Work to Follow
aw-

1.5 Disciplinary Lecturk

1.6 Classroom Management

-:.,1.7 Rapeaf Instructions of 1.4

CORRECTION OF TEXT
110

Teacher Reads-Text

2.2 Error Correction.-

2.2.1 Spelling error

2.3 Discipline

2.4= Error COriectibn

2.4.1 Repetition of phrases

2.5 Adminiitration

2.6 Error Correction

2.6.1 Sentence division
.2 Conjunction: 'aussitat'

Synonyms: 'le vieux monsieur/le vieillard'
.4 Spelling

seetse.

2.7 Discipline

112
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Appendix D

French Grammar Rules

.6.412E1.112.2

A 1. Colour adjectives always follow the noun.

A 2. If the noun is feminine, the adjective which describes it is

also feminine.

A 3. The adjectives 'bon(ne)' and 'grand(e)' come before the noun

they describe.

Pronoun:

P 1. The object pronouns come direcily before the verb.

P 2. Tlie direct object pronouns 'le', '1a,, 'lest' always come before

the indirect object.pronouns 'lui' and 'leur'.

P 3. The direct object pronoun conforms in number to the noun it

replaces.

4f
Verb:

1. The subject determines which form of.the auxiliary verb is used:

2. Reflexive verbs form the passe compose' with Itre';

3. To form the 'pass compost' you use the correct form of 'avoir'

or 'gtre' plus the past participle of the verb.

106.
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Appendix E

French Sentences - Set, A

!-

Pi * O. Manan a (Wane un petit pain a Paul et il a mange' le.

1. Il s'est depgche, mais l'autobus Stait deja parti.

P3 * 2. Il a vouledes livres, mais ii. ne l'a pas vus.

3. Elle a choisi une nouvelle robe, mais elle ne l'a pas adhetee.

Al * 4. Hier, mon petit noir chat a vu un oiseau et il l'a tug.

111 * 5. Avaat de,partir pour 1'Eure4, elle a promis lul d'ecrire.

P2 * 6., Il lui les a pates, mais elle ne les a janais rendus.

7. Marc ne comprend pas, mais ii. ne lui demande pas d'explications.

V3 * 8. 11 a achete une belle montre qu'il lui a donne pour Noel.

P3 * 9. Mon frare a cache ma jupe rouge et je ne les ai pas trouvee.

A3 *10. Le maridge de la belle princesse'etait.unesoccasion grande.

11. Nicole a fait des gateaux deliciea'4u'elle nous a offerts.

A2 *12. Le garion est malade a cause de la mauvais nourriture.

V1 *13. On le lui a raconte mais ii. Vont oublie.

V2 *14. -Paffewnt les grandes vacances ma petite soeur ne s'a janais

levee.

Al *15. Ma were a perdu son joli blanc chapeau dans le metro.

16. Mon pare cherche toujours ses lunettes et il les trouve sur
son nez.

P2 *17. AAndre a rep de gentles nouvelles< et il leur les a dites.

A2 *18. Hier, ma grand-4re m'a raconte une histoire Euterieux.

A3 *19. Il veut acheter une bicyclette bonne, mais ii n'a pas d'argent4

V3 *20. Le marl de mon amie nous a vendre sa belle voiture.

V2 *21. 'Le chien s'a approche de ma vieille tante et elle l'a frappe.

P1 *22. Il lui a fait un bon dtner, mais elle n'a pas l'aime.

C 23. Levrofesseur eanglais lui dit qu'il fait souvent de graves
fautes. 124

V1 *24. Notre pare nous ivons aid61 trouver de Jolla petits cadeaux.



/ .4*
Mir

P1 * 0.

1.

P3 * 2.

3.

Al * 4.

P1 * 5.

P2 * 6.

7.

V3 * 8.

P3 * 9.

A3 *10.

11.

A2 *12.

V1 *13.

V2 *14.

'Al *-15.

C 16.

P2 *17.

A2 *18.

A3 *19.

V3 *20.

V2 *21.

"Pl *22.

C 23.

V1 *24.

109.

French Sentences - Set B

Maman a donne un petit pain a Paul et ii a mang le.

,Maintenant je leur montre les image qui sont dans le grand

livre bleu.
.\

Alain lance le ballon a, Henri, mais ii ne les attrape pas.

Les enfants les regarent par la featre spa's le petit -

dejeuner.

La bouteille de row vin que'mon pare t'h donn;e vient de

France.

Ton papa lui a demand; du fromage et il a le mangg.

Elle a fait des gants pour Marie et elle lui les a donngs..

C'est Jacques qui a vu cette petite annonce dans le nouveau

journal.

Le grand gchant chien a mange les beaux soullers de mon frare.

Maman a achetg des, souliers bruns, mais elle ii-ra parte pas.,

Elle met le livre,dans son sac grand avant de prendre l'autobus.

Elle leur a lu l'histetire du petit prince mais ils ne l'aimaient

pas.

11 ne prend pas sa nouveau voiture. mals 11 la laisse chez lui.

Nous avons acheteune grosse orange que.nous a mangge.

Nous nous avons redcontrgs apras la grande fgte du Carnaval.

Je vu avec ton ami Francois qui a un brun chien.

Ce dgtail que Michel n'a pas .remarqu4 est tras important.

Il a trouvg de belles photos et il leur les a montrges.

tios bons amis nous ont chant une beau chanson de Noel.

Ce matin ils se sont levgs d'heure bonne _pour Studien

-

Mon grand frere a dormir toute la nuit en face de la te11e.

Elle s'a arrgtee au restaurant apres sa derniere classe.

ri.

60*

11 a ecrit une 1.ongue lettre mais ii n'a pas l'envoye.

0
Nous nous sommes bien amuses avec nos vieux amis fransais. L.

125
Vai ache& les barites siue tu-m'avons montrgas dans le magasin.


